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DESCRIPTION

US $20 gold, 1904, (AU with few bag marks), mounted in 14K gold chain-edge coin holder as pendant on heavy 24-inch 14K rope
chain, gross weight 43.6 dwt (67.8 g), coin weight alone 21.4 dwt (33.4 g), leaving 14K gold net weight at 22.2 dwt (34.4 g).
US $10 gold, 1895, (AU with numerous bag marks), gross weight 10.7 dwt (16.7 g).
US $10 gold, 1880, (EF45 with obverse seeming more worn than reverse), gross weight 10.7 dwt (16.7 g).
Pin - Indicolite tourmaline, diamond and 18K yellow gold pin, modified emerald cut blue-green indicolite tourmaline measures
13mm x 14mm, weighs approximately 15 ct, 8 round brilliant cut diamonds weighing approximately .32 ctw, piece measures 50mm
x 50mm, gross weight 19.0 dwt (29.5 g).
Shoe clip - Aquamarine, diamond and platinum shoe clip with a white gold clasp mechanism, emerald cut aquamarine measures
16mm x 20mm, weighs approximately 20 ct, 20 round European cut diamonds weighing approximately 1.40 ctw, piece measures
27mm x 36mm, gross weight 5.4 dwt (8.5 g).
Chain - Heavy 14K yellow gold rope chain, 22 inches, gross weight 23.7 dwt (36.8 g).
Lighter - Cartier, Paris, gold plated lighter with faux tortoiseshell enamel, 71mm x 25mm x 13mm.
Pendant - Blue diamond center with a diamond halo and 18K white gold dangle pendant with a 14K white gold chain, blue high
pressure high heat treated round brilliant cut diamond weighs approximately .80 ct, 25 round full cut diamonds weighing
approximately .20 ctw, pendant measures 9mm x 15mm, chain measures 18 inches, gross weight 2.1 dwt (3.2 g).
Pendant - Amethyst, diamond and 18K rose gold drop pendant with a 14K rose gold chain, approximately 7.3 ct pear shape
amethyst, 86 round full cut diamonds weighing approximately .5 ctw, pendant measures 14mm x 45mm, chain measures 18
inches long, gross weight 5.5 dwt (8.6 g).
Pendant - Rubellite tourmaline, diamond and 18K white gold dangle pendant with a 14K white gold chain, pear shaped rubellite
weighs approximately 1.0 ct, 25 full cut diamonds weighing approximately .25 ctw, pendant measures 9mm x 19mm, chain
measures 18 inches long, gross weight 1.9 dwt (3.0 g).
Necklace - Diamond and 14K rose gold dangle necklace, F/G color I1 clarity pear shape diamond weighs approximately .78 ct, 117
F/G color VS2 clarity round full cut diamonds weighing approximately 2.50 ctw, necklace measures 18 inches long with a lobster
claw style clasp, gross weight 15.3 dwt (23.7 g). Includes a fair market appraisal by a registered GG.
Necklace - Italian 14K tri-color gold brickwork and milled link necklace, just under 15 inches, gross weight 25.7 dwt (40.0g).
Bracelet - United States gold coin bracelet, all coins suspended in 14K gold ring holders, including three $5 gold coins (1861 and
two 1880), one $2.50 gold coin (1854), and two one-dollar coins (1852 and 1853), bracelet in 14K, gross weight 34.5 dwt (53.0 g).
Bracelet - Gold-nugget-style 14K yellow gold ID bracelet with `S.Michael` diamond-set white gold application, also signed
`S.Michael` on clasp, 17mm wide, 7.6 inches, gross weight 55.9 dwt (86.9 g). `S.Michael` is the name of a fashion jewelry
company, but this bracelet is unlike anything in current offerings. Michael has been in business for 30 years, so anything is
possible, but it seems unlikely that this would have been a brand product.
Bracelet - Italian 18K yellow gold patterned and tapered gold bracelet, engraved initials on inside of clasp, with safety chain, 15mm
up to 23mm width, length 6.8 inches, gross weight 46.2 dwt (71.9 g).
Bracelet - ID bracelet in 14K yellow gold, Oyster-style links with twin safeties, 10mm wide, 7-inch length, gross weight 23.5 dwt
(36.6 g).
Bracelet - Diamond, baroque pearl and 14K white gold hinged bangle bracelet, 60mm x 48mm internal oval dimensions (2.4 x 1.9
inches), gross weight 7.7 dwt (11.9 g).
Bracelet - Diamond and 14K yellow gold tennis bracelet, yellow gold flat links with white gold section of articulated links carrying
one stone each, 9 round full cut diamonds weighing approximately .36 ctw, 7.0` length, gross weight 4.6 dwt (7.2 g).
Earrings - 18K white gold and diamond dangle earrings, 2 round brilliant cut diamonds weighing approximately .97 ctw, 54 round
full cut diamonds weighing approximately .56 ctw, earrings measure 8.5mm x 22mm, gross weight 1.9 dwt (3.1 g).
Earrings - Red diamond and 14K white gold screw back earrings, 2 red high pressure high heat treated round brilliant cut
diamonds weighing approximately 1.12 ctw, earrings measure 6mm, gross weight 0.9 dwt (1.4 g).
Earrings - Purple diamond with a diamond halo and 18K white gold tension back stud earrings, 2 purple high pressure high heat
treated round brilliant cut diamonds weighing approximately .56 ctw, 28 round full cut diamonds weighing aproximately .07 ctw,
earrings measure 6mm, gross weight 1.2 dwt (1.9 g).
Earrings - Diamond and 14K white gold dangle earrings with tension backs, 2 heart shaped diamonds weighing approximately .60
ctw, 60 round brilliant cut diamonds weighing aproximately .90 ctw, earrings measure 10mm x 26mmm, gross weight 3.3 dwt (5.2
g).
Earrings - Diamond and 14K white gold stud tension back earrings, 2 radiant cut diamonds weighing approximately .85 ctw,
earrings measure 5mm x 6mm, gross weight 0.8 dwt (1.2 g).
Earrings - Blue topaz, diamond and 14K white gold pendant and earrings set, approximately 25 ctw of oval blue topaz, 40 round
full cut diamonds weighing approximately .75 ctw, earrings measure 14mm x 34mm, pendant measures 17mm x 24mm, chain
measures 16 inches long, gross weight of combined items 14.3 dwt (22.2 g).
Earrings - Diamond and 14K white gold Omega back earrings, round brilliant cut diamonds weighing approximately 1.5 ctw,
earrings measure 11mm x 21mm, gross weight 4.1 dwt (6.4 g).
Ring - Blue diamond, white baguette diamond and 14K white gold engagement ring, VS1 clarity round brilliant cut irradiated blue
diamond weighs 2.08 ct, 18 VS2 clarity straight baguette cut diamonds weighing 1.03 ctw, size 6 1/4, gross weight of ring 3.2 dwt
(4.8 g). Includes a fair market appraisal by a registered GG.
Ring - Diamond and 18K white gold engagement ring, M/N color VVS2 clarity princess cut diamond weighs approximately 1.50 ct,
60 G/H color VS2 clarity round full cut diamonds weighing approximately .50 ctw, size 6 1/4+, gross weight 3.9 dwt (6.1 g).
Includes a fair market appraisal by a registered GG.
Ring - Yellow diamond, white diamond and 18K white gold engagement ring, fancy vivid yellow VS2 high pressure high heat
treated pear shape diamond weighs approximately 1.40 ct, 52 G/H color VS2 clarity round full cut diamonds weighing
approximately 1.30 ctw, size 6 1/4, gross weight 4.5 dwt (7.1 g). Includes a fair market appraisal by a registered GG.
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Ring - Pink diamond, white diamond and 14K white gold engagement ring, fancy vivid pink VS2 clarity enhanced round brilliant cut
diamond weighs approximately 1.33 ct, 101 H/I color SI1 clarity round full cut diamonds weighing approximately 1.55 ctw, size 7,
gross weight 4.4 dwt (6.9 g). Includes a fair market appraisal by a registered GG.
Ring - Yellow diamond, white diamond and 14K white gold engagement ring, fancy vivid yellow VS1 high pressure high heat
treated round brilliant cut diamond weighs approximately 2.41 ct, 53 H/I color VS2 clarity round full cut diamonds weighing
approximately 1.50 ctw, size 6 1/4, gross weight 4.4 dwt (6.9 g). Includes a fair market appraisal by a registered GG.
Ring - Diamond and 14K white gold engagement ring, J/K color VS2 clarity round brilliant cut diamond weighs approximately 1.0
ct, 2 H/I color VS2 clarity round full cut diamonds weighing approximately .78 ctw, 56 G/H color VS2 clarity round full cut diamonds
weighing approximately .84 ctw, size 6 1/2, gross weight 3.2 dwt (4.9 g). Includes a fair market appraisal by a registered GG.
Ring - Green diamond, white diamond and 18K white gold cocktail ring, enhanced medium yellowish green color SI1 clarity round
brilliant cut diamond weighs approximately 1.43 ct, 26 G/H color SI2 clarity tapered baguette cut diamonds weighing approximately
.46 ctw, 28 G/H color SI2 clarity full cut diamonds weighing approximately .42 ctw, size 6 1/2, gross weight 4.5 dwt (7.1 g).
Includes a fair market appraisal by a registered GG.
Ring - Diamond and 18K white gold engagement ring, E/F color I1 clarity marquise cut diamond weighs approximately .87 ct, 40
F/G color SI2 clarity round full cut diamonds weighing approximately .81 ctw, size 6 1/4, gross weight 3.9 dwt (6.1 g). Includes a
fair market appraisal by a registered GG.
Ring - Blue diamond, white diamond and 18K white gold engagement ring, VS2 clarity pear shape irradiated blue diamond weighs
approximately 1.14 ct, 27 G/H color VS2-SI1 clarity round full cut diamonds weighing approximately .75 ctw, size 6 1/4, gross
weight 3.4 dwt (5.2 g). Includes a fair market appraisal by a registered GG.
Ring - Chocolate diamond and 18K white gold engagement ring, medium cognac brown color I1 clarity round brilliant cut diamond
weighs approximately 1.49 ct, 30 J/K color SI2 clarity round full cut diamonds weighing approximately .35 ctw, size 6 1/4+, gross
weight 2.4 dwt (3.7 g). Includes a fair market appraisal by a registered GG.
Ring - Diamond and 14K white gold engagement ring, L/M color VS2 clarity cushion cut diamond weighs approximately 1.0 ct, 2
J/K color princess cut diamonds weighing approximately .50 ctw, 6 H/I color VS2 clarity full cut diamonds weighing approximately
.20 ctw, size 6, gross weight 2.4 dwt (3.6 g). Includes a fair market appraisal by a registered GG.
Ring - Diamond, filigreed and 14K white gold engagement ring, H/I color VS2 clarity transitional cut diamond weighs approximately
.85 ct, 8 H/I color VS2 clarity full cut diamonds weighing approximately .17 ctw, size 7, gross weight 4.2 dwt (6.6 g). Includes a fair
market appraisal by a registered GG.
Ring - Yellow diamond, white diamond and 18K white gold engagement ring, deep fancy yellow VVS2 high pressure high heat
treated round brilliant cut diamond weighs approximately 1.01 ct, 2 G/H color VS2 round brilliant cut diamonds weighing
approximately .55 ctw, 8 G/H color VS2 clarity princess cut diamonds weighing approximately .10 ctw, size 6 1/2, gross weight 3.1
dwt (4.9 g). Includes a fair market appraisal by a registered GG.
Ring - Yellow diamond, white diamond and 18K white gold engagement ring, fancy vivid yellow SI1 clarity high pressure high heat
treated oval cut diamond weighs approximately 1.04 ct, 20 yellow SI2 clarity round full cut diamonds weighing approximately .15
ctw, 47 H/I color SI2 clarity round full cut diamonds weighing approximately .35 ctw, size 6 1/4, gross weight 4.1 dwt (6.3 g).
Includes a fair market appraisal by a registered GG.
Ring - Tanzanite, diamond and 18K white gold ring, blue-purple gem quality oval tanzanite weighs approximately 5.0 ct, 32 G/H
color VS2 clarity round full cut diamonds weighing approximately 1.0 ctw, size 6 1/4, gross weight 3.2 dwt (4.9 g). Includes a fair
market appraisal by a registered GG.
Ring - Yellow diamond, white diamond and 18K white gold engagement ring, fancy yellow green SI2 high pressure high heat
treated princess cut diamond weighs approximately .47 ct, 28 H/I color SI2 clarity round full cut diamonds weighing approximately
.29 ctw, size 6 3/4, gross weight 3.7 dwt (5.7 g). Includes a fair market appraisal by a registered GG.
Ring - Pink sapphire, diamond and 18K white gold ring, medium slightly dark pink sapphire weighs approximately 2.0 ct, 40 G/H
color VS2 clarity round full cut diamonds weighing approximately .50 ctw, size 6 1/2, gross weight 4.2 dwt (6.4 g). Includes a fair
market appraisal by a registered GG.
Ring - Blue diamond, white diamond and 18K white gold band, 3 medium teal blue I1 clarity enhanced round brilliant cut diamonds
weighing approximately .57 ctw, 122 F/G color VS2 clarity round full cut diamonds weighing approximately 1.25 ctw, size 7, gross
weight 5.1 dwt (7.9 g). Includes a fair market appraisal by a registered GG.
Ring - Diamond and 14K yellow gold band, 105 round full cut diamonds weighing approximately 1.65 ctw, size 7.25, gross weight
6.5 dwt (10.1 g).
Ring - 18K white gold and diamond cocktail ring, 96 round full cut and baguette cut diamonds weighing approximately 1.63 ctw,
size 7, gross weight 5.7 dwt (8.8 g).
Ring - Emerald, diamond and 14K filigree ring, approximately 2.31 ct emerald center, approximately .25 ctw mine cut diamonds
with light fluoresence, size 5, gross weight 3.6 dwt (5.6 g).
Ring - Ruby, diamond and 14K white gold ring with European shank, intense red Burmese ruby weighing approximately .78 ct, 10
round brilliant cut diamonds weighing approximately .50 ctw, size 7, gross weight 2.5 dwt (3.9 g).
Ring - Lemon quartz, diamond and 18K white gold ring, modified princess cut lemon quartz weighs approximately 5.50 ct, 20
round full cut diamonds weighing approximately .80 ctw, size 6.5, gross weight 4.8 dwt (7.5 g).
Ring - Green quartz, diamond and 14K white gold ring, round checkerboard cut green quartz of 10mm diameter, 60 round full cut
diamonds weighing approximately .60 ctw, 96 round full cut green quartz stones weighing approximately 1.92 ctw, size 7.25, gross
weight 5.4 dwt (8.5 g).
Ring - Amethyst, diamond and 14K yellow gold ring, checkerboard cut amethyst measures 13mm x 18mm, 38 round full cut
diamonds weighing approximately .25 ctw, 18 round full cut gemstones set along the sides, size 7, gross weight 9.6 dwt (15.1 g).
Ring - Bezel set jadeite and 14K yellow gold ring with blue and green enamel accents, jadeite measures 9mm x 13mm, size 6 3/4,
2.8 dwt (4.3 g).
Jewelry lot (2) Bar pins - [1] Seed pearl and sapphire, tested and stamped 10K, measures 3mm x 49mm. [2] Arched seed pearl,
tested and stamped 14K, measures 3mm x 59mm. Gross weight of combined items 4.8 dwt (7.5 g).
LWW - Glycine, lady`s diamond cocktail watch, manual wind, 14mm x 32mm to lug tips, original platinum hinged back case set
with 34 single cut diamonds weighing approximately .50 ctw, integrated platinum bracelet with white gold clasp set with 282 single
cut and 4 triangle cut diamonds weighing approximately 4 ctw, original silvered dial with black painted numerals, 17J, s#4628.
Gross weight of watch without movement or crystal 24.2 dwt (37.6 g).
LWW - Rolex Oyster Perpetual Chronometer, midsize Datejust, ref 68274, sapphire crystal, QS, 30mm x 37mm to lug tips, original
stainless steel case and jubilee bracelet with deployment clasp, original white dial with black painted Roman numerals and applied
indices, 29J cal 2135, s#9344788, triple signed with signed clasp, bracelet ref 62510M, inside back ref 68000. Includes the original
box, papers, hang tags and extra links.
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LWW - Abbey, 17mm case width, 21mm bracelet width to tops of beads, 14K original case and integral bracelet set with various
semi-precious stones, butterfly mount to spring-loaded cover over dial, measures 6.6 inches long, original silvered dial, 17J,
s#76976 within case. Gross weight of assembled watch and bracelet 41.9 dwt (65.3 g).
LWW - Omega, ref 8142, 15mm x 18mm, 18K yellow gold original case with integral mesh bracelet, Omega logo clasp, original gilt
dial, 17J cal 484, s#25393953, triple signed. Gross weight of assembled watch 23.2 dwt (36.1 g).
LWW - Mathey-Tissot, 25mm, 14K original case and integral mesh bracelet, diamond bezel, 7.5 inches maximum length, original
silvered dial, 17J, s#1347 on case-back, may be ref, triple signed. Gross weight of assembled watch and bracelet 27.4 dwt (42.6
g).
LWW - Progress, Wayne Watch Co, Swiss Retro diamond, sapphire and ruby-set watch of unique style, 15mm x 41mm to lug tips,
14K rose gold original case and snake-link bracelet, original silvered dial, 17J, without number. Gross weight of assembled watch
18.3 dwt (28.4 g).
LWW - Hamilton, 15mm x 36mm to lug hinges, 14K white gold and diamond original case, white GF bracelet, 7.4 inches, original
silvered dial, 22J grade 757, s#SD59091, double signed. Gross weight of assembled watch and bracelet 9.0 dwt (13.9 g). In nearly
NOS condition, the 32 diamonds of better color, cut and clarity than usually seen.
LWW - Hamilton, retailed by Bigelow, Kennard & Co, 15mm x 21mm to hooded lug extremes, 14K white gold original Cresarrow
case with diamond-set hooded lugs, matching Florentine pattern brickwork bracelet and clasp, 6.8 inches, silvered dial refinished
by retailer, 17J grade 751, s#136504C, double signed Hamilton. Gross weight of assembled watch and bracelet 17.9 dwt (27.8 g).
LWW - Lucien Piccard, lady`s bracelet watch with covered dial, 15mm case width x 20mm cover length, 14K rose gold original
case and integral bracelet with Florentine top, spring loaded cover set with diamonds, rubies and sapphires, original silvered dial,
17J SP cal 50, s#E29561, triple signed. Gross weight of assembled watch 16.7 dwt (26.0 g).
LWW - Jean Louis Roerich, Accura Watch Co, 14mm x 18mm to raised ends, 14K original case and integral 14K rope bracelet, 6.3
inches, original silvered dial, 17J, s#303144 on case-back. Gross weight of assembled watch and bracelet 14.7 dwt (23.0 g).
LWW - Movado, 14mm x 32mm to lug tips, platinum and diamond case with 14K white gold bracelet, 14 round single cut diamonds
weighing approximately .14 ctw, 14 round full cut diamonds weighing approximately .52 ctw, 6.1 inches, initials engraved on back,
original silvered dial, 17J Tavannes-Cyma mvt, s#65034 within case, double signed. Gross weight of assembled watch and
bracelet 12.9 dwt (20.1 g).
LWW - Tissot, 14mm x 19mm, 14K original navette-form case and integral bracelet, initials on case rear, 6.4 inches, original
silvered dial, 17J, s#10956847, triple signed. Gross weight of assembled watch 11.6 dwt (17.9 g).
LPW - LeCoultre & Cie, miniature lady`s pendant watch, 19.6mm, 18K original OF case with three diamonds of approximately .75
ctw in European cut pear shape forming a 3-leaf clover design, gold cuvette engraved with `L A` initials above `Lembranca do Club
Internacional,` SW-pin-set, off-white enamel dial with minute markers in gold and silver color, cylinder escapement, 10J, gilt mvt,
s#30024, ca 1900 per consignor`s notes. Gross weight of assembled watch 6.2 dwt (9.7 g).
LPW - W & Co Swiss gold and diamond pendant watch together with 14K gold, pearl and diamond pin-pendant, close enough in
style for possible marriage using a bale, 27mm watch diameter, pin 33mm tall x 28mm wide, 18K gold OF original case with 1900
presentation on gold cuvette, swivel-pendant allowing display of back or dial, carved back set with six mine-cut stones weighing
approximately .47 ctw, 9 round full cut diamonds set in the pin weigh approximately .72 ctw, SW-SS, ivory color dial with gold
numerals and paillons, lever escapement, 16J, wheel-satin NI damascene, s#1076. Gross weight of assembled watch and pin
21.8 dwt (33.9 g).
LPW - Gruen, lady`s pendant watch, 28mm, 18K OF original case with blue-gray guilloche enamel back and bezel with white
borders, the center set with a rosette with 13 small diamonds, SW-SS, florally engraved gold dial, lever escapement, 17J,
fausses-côtes NI damascene, s#11474 on case, ca 1920 per consignor`s notes, comes with matching gold and guilloche enamel
chain also having a platinum clasp overlay with 11 diamonds . Gross weight of assembled watch and chain is 20.9 dwt (32.5 g).
LPW - Swiss, lady`s fob watch in Louis XV style, 25mm, 18K OF original case with rear enamel of two lovers in an idyllic
landscape, gold cuvette engraved `J T S, A S, 1891,` case front is on large lateral hinge on left side, long pendant and tall bow,
SW-pin-set, WED in 18th century style, gold filigree hands, cylinder escapement, 10J, gilt mvt, s#31152 on case. Attractive
example in exceptional condition. Gross weight of assembled watch 10.7 dwt (16.6 g).
LPW - Elgin, 6S, very heavy 14K box hinge drum style original HC with gold cuvette, lids with floral decoration against terrific
basket-weave background design, SW-LS, WE-SSD, lever escapement, 13J, gilt mvt, s#1464680. Gross weight of assembled
watch 47.9 dwt (74.5 dwt).
LPW - Vacheron & Constantin, Genève, made for retailer J E Caldwell & Co, Philadelphia, 38mm, 18K original drum style HC with
fluted band, gold cuvette bearing markings for both maker and retailer, case front with initials, SW-LS, WE-SSD marked for
retailer, lever escapement with moustache counterpoise, 16J, wolf`s tooth winding, fausses-côtes NI damascene, s#294859.
Gross weight of assembled watch 34.1 dwt (53.1 g).
LPW - Tiffany & Co, New York, mvt by Longines, 35mm, 18K rose gold original HC with hinged glazed observation cuvette, 1895
presentation within back, initials on front, SW-LS, WE-SSD, lever escapement, 16J, lined fausses-côtes pattern NI damascene,
s#705454. Gross weight of assembled watch 25.3 dwt (39.3 g).
LPW - Longines, made for and only signed by R Siedle & Sons, Pittsburgh, PA, 40mm, 14K original HC with gold cuvette, butterfly
engraving on rear, SW-LS, fancy O`Hara style WED, lever escapement, 9-11J, pinstripe center pattern NI damascene, s#522177.
Gross weight of assembled watch 34.1 dwt (53.1 g).
LPW - Movado Ermetophon purse watch with alarm, 33mm x 76mm when fully open, original CPBM and crocodile covered case
with integrated stand to set on a table, original silvered dial with applied silver baton indices, 17J, s#904657, triple signed.
Chatelaine, 6.75 inch, gilt metal with applied three color gold decoration, articulated body and tassels with hooks to attach
signature fob, key, etc. Stylistically appears to be French and has two stamps on back of tongue which are possibly also of
French origin. Ca 1790 per consignor`s notes.
18K solid gold men`s pocket watch chain, attached 14K fob with cabochon stones, 16 inches, gross weight 27.2 dwt (42.4 g).
14K gold slide chain with heart-form slide, 56 inches, gross weight 22.2 dwt (34.5 g).
Double-Albert watch chain with serpentine T-bar, 14K gold tabbed markings, only one GF spring-bar fitting, 19 inches without
extension, gross weight 15.4 dwt (24.1 g).
Lot (2) 14K gold bloodstone watch fobs, both tested and stamped 14K - [1] Ornate solid design with polished stone seal. [2]
Victorian style with freely pivoting bail. Gross weight of fobs 12.9 dwt (20.1 g).
Lot (2) Pocket watch chains, gold and GF, both in excellent overall condition showing little wear - [1] 14K and 10K gold elements,
chain and t-bar testing at 14K, spring ring and swivel testing at 10K, 10K fob holding bloodstone with carved Mercury head
engraving, 11 inches, gross weight 14.3 dwt (22.3 g). [2] Gold filled, with slide, 12 inch.
Key lot (4) 18th to 19th century ornate gold watch keys, sizes varying between 1.7mm and 1.3mm, a truly lovely assortment for
the collector who appreciated fine keys to go with their fine early watches - [1,2] Two Breguet style ratchet keys. [3] Flintlock rifle
shaped. [4] Ornate engraved. Gross weight of keys 5.9 dwt (9.2 g)
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EPW- Longines, US Navy military deck watch with winding indicator, 68mm, .800 silver OF original Longines marked case
engraved `US Navy No 4033` on rear, SW-SS, silvered metal dial with Roman numerals, large sub-seconds and 36 hour indicator
register, lever escapement, 17J, 5 adj Cal 21.29 mvt, snail type micrometric regulator, compensation balance with overcoil HS,
Geneva stripe NI damascene, s#2975262 with matching case serial, triple-signed Longines.
French 8-day hour repeating carriage clock, mid-size Corinthian style case with stepped base and decorated upper and lower
frieze with turned quarter columns, ivory colored enamel Arabic central dial set in beautifully engraved silver mask with lions and
floral chasing, hour and half hour bell striking movement, original jeweled lever escapement, original lever platform, s#29503,
height 6.5 inches to top of upright handle, with original key and velvet-lined carry case with glass front and a solid panel stored
inside for travel, both key and case stamped 29503 to match serial number of clock.
Fine quality French 8-day clock for `Tiffany & Co, France,` `Couaillet Fres, France` stamped on back plate, hour and half hour
strike on a gong with push button repeat and alarm, fine brass mid-size case, ivory colored enamel Arabic dial, s#19662, height
6.25` to top of upright handle, with replacement key and associated fine leather carry case lined in velvet, front panel removes and
stores inside case to reveal glass front, case marked on botton `Cardellini, Made in Italy.`
LeCoultre, 8-day lucite see-through table or desk clock, 16J, straight line mvt, gold flashed and damascened, stamped VXN on
balance bridge (Vacheron group`s import code), heavy brass base, approximately 8` high by 7.5` wide.
APW - Charles Fasoldt, Albany NY, very rare tandem escapement possibly of experimental design, SW-KS, unusual off center
WE-SSD marked `Chas Fasoldt Patent Chronometer, Albany, NY,` very unusual tandem escape wheel arrangement, 18J, GJS on
balance, third wheel, and fourth wheel, gold Fasoldt regulator, signed mvt bearing Fasoldt patent dates for 1864 and 1865 and
also bearing a `Patent Applied For` marking, fausses-côtes NI damascene, s#484 on center bridge and s#494 on pillar plate (with
no other mvt numbers present). This mvt features an entirely different escapement than the traditional Fasoldt design, having a
smaller 5-tooth escape wheel acting in tandem with a larger chronometer style escape wheel that is stacked co-axially with an
additional train wheel. Most, if not all, of the impulse to the balance appears to be delivered by the larger chronometer style
escape wheel impacting a beveled jewel set in a table, mounted on the balance staff. Balance receives impulse in one direc
APW - Charles Fasoldt, Albany NY, Fasoldt`s co-axial double wheel escapement chronometer with very rare duo-in-uno hairspring,
approximately 18S (45 mm dial plate diameter), KWKS, unsigned WE-SSD friction fit to mvt via canister style dial ring, Fasoldt
co-axial lever escapement, 16J, steel Fasoldt regulator, compensation balance with gold, platinum, and bronze screws, signed mvt
bearing patent dates for 1859, 1864, and 1865, fire gilt with snailed damascene finish, s#54. The duo-in-uno hairspring combines
within a single piece of steel the geometry of both a helical spring and a flat spiral spring, the duo-in-uno style hairspring appears
to have been only used on a small portion of Fasoldt`s earlier production and to our knowledge was used by no other American
maker (though in London, A.P. Walsh was making successful use of the duo-in-uno spring for pocket chronometers on a roughly
contemporary basis). The present movement also features an unusual early form of double roller having
APW - Charles Fasoldt, possibly while at his earlier Rome NY location, Fasoldt`s co-axial double wheel escapement chronometer
with rare helical (spherical) hairspring, approximately 18S (45 mm dial plate diameter), KWKS with evidence of a now absent SW
mechanism addition having been present at some point, unsigned WE-SSD friction fit to mvt via canister style dial ring, Fasoldt
co-axial lever-escapement, 16J, steel Fasoldt regulator, helical hairspring, compensation balance with gold and platinum screws,
single roller with enormous roller table, signed mvt bearing only 1859 patent date, fire gilt with snailed damascene finish, s#49.
Rare appearance of a helical hairspring among an American maker, use of the helical spring appears to have been found among
only a small portion of Fasoldt`s production. This example with matching assembly number of 9 marked throughout mvt. From
the Wing collection.
APW - Charles Fasoldt, Albany NY, Patent Chronometer marked dial, Fasoldt`s co-axial double wheel chronometer escapement
requiring no oil on detent faces, 20S, NI glassback SW recase of later vintage modified to function as display case for this KWKS
mvt, WE-SSD, Fasoldt co-axial lever escapement, 16J, GJS on balance and third wheel, gold Fasoldt regulator, signed mvt
bearing Fasoldt patent dates for 1859, 1864, and 1865, brushed satin NI finish, s#382. From the Wing collection.
APW - Charles Fasoldt, Albany NY, Patent Chronometer marked dial, Fasoldt`s co-axial double wheel chronometer escapement
requiring no oil on detent faces, mvt also marked `Made for Thomas J Williams, Albany NY,` 20S, HC model mvt cased as
sidewinder in sterling silver OF recase, SW-KS with winding in only forward direction, WE-SSD, Fasoldt co-axial lever
escapement, 16J, GJS on balance and third wheel, gold Fasoldt regulator, signed mvt bearing Fasoldt patent dates for 1864 and
1865, fausses-côtes NI damascene, s#431. The SW-KS feature of this mvt is quite typical to this series of later Fasoldt watches
as the original cases typically had crowns which held a key in winding position that could be released via a slide on the band to be
used for time setting. From the Wing collection.
APW - Charles Fasoldt, Albany NY, unfinished late series OF model mvt, Fasoldt`s co-axial double wheel chronometer lever
escapement requiring no oil on detent faces, 18S, purpose-made OF display case of the type seen on a number of mvts from the
Chamberlain collection, SW, 16J, GJS, gold Fasoldt regulator, NI mvt finish, complete with the exception of center arbor, motion
works, and winding arbor. The only mvt marking is a partial serial on the dial plate adjacent to a dial foot recess with the final digit
being a clearly visible 8 while the preceding digit is largely obliterated by the dial foot recess but what remains is consistent with its
being a 3. Inferring from the serials of other similar open face stemwind Fasoldt mvts this suggests a possible intended serial for
this piece of 538 that would fall in the final portion of Fasoldt production and suggests a likelihood that this mvt was in its present
state in Fasoldt`s workshop at the time of his passing in 1889. From the Wing
Lot (23) Charles Fasoldt, Albany (and Rome), NY, assorted Fasoldt materials obtained by Henry Wing from Dudley F Fasoldt
(Charles` grandson) - [1] Dial for 1/5 flying seconds (jump) chronograph mvt with constant seconds, coaxial second and minute
register, and winding indicator, WE-DS, 46mm, front side is very near perfect with only some FS in glaze, rear is missing foot at
12:30. [2] Dial for 1/5 flying seconds (jump) chronograph mvt with constant seconds and coaxial second and minute register,
WE-TS, 46mm, fractured segment at 5, some additional other hls, both feet present but with bends. [3] Dial for 1/5 flying seconds
(jump) chronograph mvt with constant seconds, coaxial second and minute register, and winding indicator, WE-DS, 46mm,
chipped at center, segment fractured at 6:30, some additional hls, rear is missing one foot and other foot is about as badly bent as
possible. [4] Small box containing a co-axial escape wheel with pinion present and 10 teeth on each wheel, a fine sing
APW - Columbus, 25J Columbus King, 18S, GF OF case, SW-LS, WE-DS matched dial, fully capped lever escapement, jeweled
barrel as well as jeweled barrel arbor, 25J, NI damascene, s#503047. Very rare watch, production of the 25 jewel open face
Columbus is estimated at just 100 total made per the June 2003 NAWCC Bulletin `Railroader`s Corner` article, with this total
production being split among movements marked `Columbus King` and `Railway King`.
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DESCRIPTION
APW - C P Babcock, Waltham Mass, freesprung spring-detent chronometer mvt, approximately 18S, purpose-made OF display
case of the type seen on some mvts from the Chamberlain Collection, mvt secured in case via pins inserted in lower step of mvt
pillar plate, KWKS, unsigned WE-SSD, Earnshaw style spring-detent escapement, 15J, GJS, gilt mvt with intricately engraved
balance cock, pallet bridge, and detent foot, s#10113. Very intriguing mvt that is based on the general design of the Waltham
models 1860 and 1862 and bears the typical Waltham-style script for the Babcock signature and block letter font with flourishes for
the `Waltham Mass` marking, but with this example being intermediate in size between the two Waltham models (the Babcock
having a 42.7mm upper plate and 45.8mm dial plate, Waltham model 1860 having a 40.2mm upper plate and 44.0mm dial plate,
and Waltham model 1862 having a 43.7mm upper plate and 47.5mm dial plate). Additional design differences from the standard
Waltham
APW - E Howard & Co, Boston, s#224, the 124th watch produced, assembly #65, the motion wheels without assembly numbers,
early Series I, model 1858-A (Geller system), N-S (just over 19S), warranted coin silver model specific `JMH` recase appearing
original, but having another used locator pin hole, ET silver cuvette with perfectly aligned winding holes, KWKS, WE-SSD with
straight two-line script signature, lever escapement with upright pallets, 15J, gilt mvt. Our recent accumulated serial and assembly
numbers for model 1858 in the lower numbers are s#111-(#11), s#137-(#37), s#175-(#17), s#209-(#34), s#224-(#65), s#234-(#59),
s#404-(54), s#453-(#93), s#490-(#40) and s#518-(#68). One can infer a random assembly assignment pattern from s#175 through
s#234, at least. The present example has maintaining power assembly between the plates. Gross weight of assembled watch 91.8
dwt (142.7 g).
APW - E Howard & Co, Boston, Series II, N-S (just over 19S), 18K Fellows & Co HC recase with gold cuvette, KWKS, WE-SSD,
lever escapement, 15J, gilt mvt, s#1809. Gross weight of assembled watch 88.8 dwt (138.0 g). Total production of the Series II
was approximately 1200 made, this example is among the very earliest of these and has the scarce smaller style barrel bridge
used only among the first 150 to 200 examples.
APW - Elgin, rare hunting model Veritas 21J with winding indicator and conversion dial, Grade 274, 18S, GF OF recase, SW-LS,
WED with sunken seconds and WI at 3 and 9 respectively that allow this HC model mvt to orient correctly in OF case with 12
figure at pendant, fully capped lever escapement, 21J, diamond endstone, GJS, GT, pinstripe pattern NI damascene quite rare to
Veritas grade, s#10854832. Exact production is unknown but only a tiny fraction of Elgin`s grade 274 production was finished with
WI feature, and these are the only regular production hunting case model WI watches to have been made by a major American
maker. The rarity of this particular example is furthered by the pinstripe damascene, this watch being the only HC model wind
indicator Veritas that we have seen with this pinstripe pattern with all other examples that we are aware of having the usual more
ornate Veritas damascene pattern, making this present piece perhaps the ultimate in collectibilty among 20th century
APW - Franklin C Adams, Waltham, Mass, freesprung spring detent chronometer, mvt also marked `A D 1874` and `No (1),` 16S,
18K OF original offset hinged display case with inner glazed observation cuvette drilled for keyhole positions, KWKS, WE
impressed SS fancy dial marked AWWCo Waltham and with Arabic hour numerals in radial orientation within an olive green
colored chapter, dial also with green, red, and gold foil accents, spring detent escapement, 17J, NI damascene, gold train wheels,
s#1. Beautiful and intriguing piece that looks to have been possibly built on a Waltham model 1860 ebauche, perhaps as a
Waltham factory employee`s personal masterpiece. From the Wing collection.
APW - Elgin, Veritas, 18S, OF mvt recased in spectacular 14K gold multicolor box-hinged HC with gold cuvette, SW-LS, WE-DSD,
fully capped lever escapement, jeweled barrel arbor, 23J, DES, decorative gold disk around balance jewel setting, fishscale center
pattern NI damascene with radiant surround, s#15475021. Gross weight of assembled watch 92.7 dwt (144.2 g). A top RR grade
OF mvt currently housed in one of the best looking multicolor hunters we have handled.
APW - Illinois, Bunn Special `26 Ruby Jewels,` 18S, beautifully engraved GF OF original case, SW-LS, WE-DSD, fully capped
lever escapement, capped third wheel, jeweled barrel arbor, internally jeweled barrel, 26J, two-tone wavy ribbon pattern
damascene, s#2019415. Beautiful high end example of this rare highest jeweled Illinois watch.
APW - Illinois, Washington Watch Co Lafayette 24J, 18S, superb and heavy 14K multicolor box hinge original case with scalloped
band and a diamond inset on rear, case also with gold cuvette, SW-LS, WE-DS Gothic numeral matched dial, fully capped lever
escapement, capped third wheel, jeweled barrel arbor, 24J, NI damascene, s#1859042. Gross weight of assembled watch 93.7
dwt (145.8 g). Very scarce movement with an estimated total production of only 210 made in this hunting case version, simply a
spectacular piece in combination with one of the most beautiful large box hinge multicolor gold cases we have handled.
APW - Illinois, `23 Diamond, Ruby & Sapphire Jewels,` grade 310, 16S, GF HC recase, SW-SS, WE-DSD with distinctive tall
Arabic numerals, fully capped lever escapement, jeweled barrel, diamond endstone, 23J, GJS, adjusted 6 positions, wide
transverse band pattern NI damascene, s#2373383. Extremely rare top grade Illinois watch, this model 6 version of the Grade
310 was only made in a single run of 20 watches spanning serials 2373381 to 2373400 and these 20 watches are the only
`Diamond, Ruby & Sapphire` marked movements that Illinois made in a hunting case model.
APW - Illinois, `23 Diamond, Ruby & Sapphire Jewels,` Grade 710, 16S, GF OF original SB&B case, SW-LS, WE-DSD, fully
capped lever escapement, jeweled barrel, diamond endstone, 23J, GJS, adjusted 6 positions, wide transverse band pattern NI
damascene, s#2474821. Rare top grade Illinois watch with a total production of 210 made, this example being the 21st watch of
the second of two production runs.
APW - Illinois, Pennsylvania Special `26 Ruby Jewels,` GF OF case, SW-LS, WE-DS `Pennsylvania Special` dial with Gothic
numerals, fully capped lever escapement, capped third wheel, jeweled barrel arbor, internally jeweled barrel, 26J, two-tone
damascene with bright spotted pattern intersected by concentric gilt rings, s#1742860. Total production of the 26J Pennsylvania
Special is believed to be 135 made, with serials spanning from 1742801 to 1724935. Sold in our galleries in 2012.
APW - Illinois, Pennsylvania Special `23 Ruby Jewels,` 16S, GF OF NAWCo `Security` Railroad Model case with inner snap off lid
below threaded rear, SW-LS, WE-DS `Pennsylvania Special` dial with Gothic numerals, fully capped lever escapement, jeweled
barrel, 23J, two-tone damascene with bright spotted pattern intersected by concentric gilt rings, s#2406971, comes with small
attached GF chain and clip. Rare high grade private label, this example has an extremely well preserved movement two-tone
color and luster. While the damascene pattern of this movement is the usual for most other high grade Illinois Pennsylvania
Specials, this is actually the first example of this pattern we`ve seen with the 23 jewel 16 size Getty model version of the
Pennsylvania Special as the few other examples of this watch we`ve observed have had a much simpler style of two-tone wavy
ribbon damascene (a pattern being identical to that found on early Sangamo grade mvts, see page 46 of Roy Ehrhartdt`s `1979 Pri
APW - Nashua Watch Co, Nashua, NH, No 1233, 20S, silver HC recase, KWKS, unsigned WE-SSD, lever escapement, 15J, fully
signed gilt mvt, s#1233. Upon partial disassembly, this example reveals the correct expected assembly number of `233` marked
on the underside of the balance cock and `233` marked on the mvt dial plate which is consistent with other known 15J examples
having the last three serial digits as their assembly numbers. The Nashua Watch Co was formed in 1859 with the departure from
the American Watch Co of some of Waltham`s most talented employees (including N.P. Stratton, B.D. Bingham, C.S. Mosley, J.H.
Gerry, and Charles Van Der Woerd) to form this new venture with the goal of making the finest machine made watch yet produced
in America. In terms of quality of product Nashua was entirely successful with the production of superb 3/4 plate watches in two
grades, a 19 jewel model with known examples being in the 1001-1099 serial range and a 15 jewel model with known examples
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APW - Seth Thomas, `Railway` 25J, likely a prototype or model piece, 18S, GF OF case, SW-LS, WE-DS Montgomery dial with
Canadian market 13-24 hour indications, fully capped lever escapement, cap jeweled upper pivots on third and fourth wheels,
jeweled barrel arbor, 25J, two-tone gilt and NI ornate damascene in predominantly gilt color, no serial on main plate but a marking
of `8.1.99` which presumably signifies the date of August 1st, 1899. A very intriguing watch that we believe likely represents a
prototype for the regular production 25 jewel Maiden Lane, this watch is actually the same piece that is pictured in the yearly price
guide and described as being a `28 jewel.` Upon disassembly we have confirmed that the watch at present has a jewel count of
25, but the possibility for it having once been higher jeweled does exist as the dial plate has a bushing peened in place beneath
the barrel that may have replaced a jewel which would yield an original total of 26 jewel. Beyond this t
APW - South Bend, Polaris, Grade 295 21J, 16S, 14K OF original case with distinctive South Bend signature ring on gold cuvette,
correct case style to this watch, initial on rear shield, SW-LS, WE-SSD signed `South Bend Polaris,` fully capped lever
escapement, 21J, argyle pattern NI damascene, s#518400. Gross weight of assembled watch 57.2 dwt (89.1 g). Rare top grade
piece that was South Bend`s premier regular production watch, the total production of the South Bend Polaris is believed to be
only approximately 500 made and finding intact examples such as this with original dial and case is quite challenging.
APW - Waltham, `American Watch Co` grade, 21J, model 1872, heavy 18K original AWCo HC with gold cuvette, SW-LS, glass
enamel SSD with distinctive Old English AWCo signature characteristic to this grade, fully capped lever escapement, 21J,
decorative `gold dome` around balance jewel setting, ornate quilted pattern NI damascene, s#1448962. Gross weight of
assembled watch 81.1 dwt (126.0 g).
APW - Waltham, Appleton Tracy & Co, model 1860, 16S, rare and heavy 18K original Baldwin & Co reversible case marked with
1858 Patent date inside the beautifully engraved inner surface of the latched lid, central case body pivots to put watch in either
open face or hunting case form with the body released for pivoting by depressing pendant button while latched lid is open, KWKS,
WE-SSD, lever escapement, 15J, gilt mvt, s#280624. Gross weight of assembled watch 84.6 dwt (131.6 g). Rare and very
desirable early case, by pivoting on a 45 degree axis the Baldwin reversible case orients the watch with its pendant in the correct
position for both open face and hunting case form.
EPW - Unsigned Swiss high-grade minute-repeating, four-year perpetual-calendar moonphase chronograph, 58mm, 18K rose gold
original HC with gold cuvette in addition to glazed observation cover over mvt, slide at 6 position, chronograph button at 12,
SW-LS, WED with four-year calendar at 12, date at 3, moonphase on enameled disc with constant seconds at 6, days of week in
French at 9, all gold Louis XV style hands, fully capped lever escapement with overcoil hairspring and counterpoised pallet, fully
jeweled repeat train through the hammers, at least 32J, narrow lined fausses-cotes NI damascene, s#1296 within covers. Gross
weight of assembled watch 111.2 dwt (172.9 g). NOTE - When using correctors to set calendar functions, advance time to
approximately 2PM. When adjusting months on perpetual calendar, advance time to approx 2AM, then use lever to advance
months - Only at 2AM does the count raise on the month disc to allow passage all around, so do not advance these features at
any other
EPW - A Lange, Dresden, quality 1a made for and only signed by Tiffany & Co, New York, 51mm, factory sidewinder format in 18K
yellow gold OF original case with observation cuvette, 1876 presentation to Civil War veteran `John J McCook` within back,
monogram letters on rear, SW-shift-locking-LS, WE-SSD, fully capped lever escapement, gold pallet and escape wheel, 20J, GJS,
gilt mvt, s#7688, triple signed Tiffany. Gross weight of assembled watch 77.3 dwt (120.2 g). John James McCook, a corporate
lawyer, businessman and soldier, was the youngest of the famed `Fighting McCooks` of Ohio, whose family had 15 members in
the war. Part of Grant`s army, he was severely wounded at Spotsylvania. This information and more is provided with a Wikipedia
printout of his biography.
EPW - A P Walsh, London, marketed by Samuel Hammond & Co New York, fusee pocket chronometer with winding indicator in
gold, 51mm, 18K rose gold OF original case with Old English `D` hallmark, initials on case rear, KWKS, WE-SSD with retailer
signature, fully capped free-sprung spring detent chronometer escapement with helical HS, diamond endstone, 12J at least,
signed gilt mvt, s#200 with matching number on case. Gross weight of assembled watch 74.8 dwt (116.4 g).
EPW - Chevalier & Compagnie, verge fusee, 48mm, gilt OF original consular case with beautiful enameled scene on back of a
standing young man reaching for a seated young woman with dog set against a background of deep blue colored guilloche
enamel, case also with additional enameling to perimeters of front/rear and to the pendant in white weave pattern enamel and in
blue guilloche enamel, KWKS, WED with winding aperture at 2, verge escapement, gilt mvt with pierced & engraved foliate
scrolled two-footed balance bridge, s#6856. Gross weight of assembled watch 44.9 dwt ( 69.8g).
EPW - Daniel Quare, London, verge fusee, 53mm, at least 18K gold consular case with shagreen bezel and back, KWKS, gold
champleve dial signed `Quare` and `London,` dial with stippled background and with winding aperture at 3, poker & beetle hands,
verge escapement, gilt mvt with pierced and engraved foliate scrolled balance cock, pierced tulip pillars, s#2112, ca 1710 per
consignor`s notes. Gross weight of assembled watch 84.8 dwt (131.9 g).
EPW - John Blundell, Greenwich, (apprenticed to George Nau December 2, 1678, active until ca 1730), rare early fusee
clockwatch, 55mm, mid-18th century coin silver OF original pair cases with finely engraved and pierced foliate scrolling to both
inner and outer, grotesque masks at base of inner and below button on outer, no hallmarks but the inner under bell has the mark,
`14/5 1668,` most likely a repair reference, KWKS, WED replaced in the mid 18th century, poker and beetle hands of the same
date as the dial, verge escapement, gilt two-train mvt with pierced & engraved foliate scrolled balance cock, no serial number, ca
1720. George Nau, who Baillie says died in 1702, became a brother of the Clockmaker Company in 1675, a status sometimes
given to `aliens,` or foreigners, as Nau`s surname suggests, and was a jeweler and casemaker. Blundell became his apprentice
only three years after establishment of the Observatory, and made clocks as well as watches. Sold in our galleries in 2012.
EPW - John Jardin, London, superb late 18th century gold, enamel, and pearl cased cylinder fusee with matched chain and fitted
box, 58mm, very heavy gold OF pair case testing at least 20K with a gold-clad outer ring forming a band of 7mm front to rear
thickness with hinge at left side and spring button release at right side, the central is spectacular with green guilloche enamel to
front and rear as well as elegant seed pearl borders and this case bears an incuse T W in addition to London hallmarks for 1794
and the duty mark from this era of King George III, the innermost bears an incuse I R in addition to London hallmarks for 1794 and
the duty mark from this era of King George III, KWKS, WED, cylinder escapement, DES, gilt mvt with pierced & foliate engraved
balance cock, gilt locking dust-cap marked on inside with incuse L F, s#1353. Comes with a matching gold-clad, gold, green
guilloche enamel, white enamel, and seed pearl chatelaine having matching key, fob, and tassels; tang of c
EPW - L Leroy & Cie, Paris, rare prototype or exhibition self-winding timepiece of the pedometer type, 54mm, 18K OF
purpose-fitted early 19th century French case, SW-SS, gold canister Tavernier style dial of the same period as the case, lever
escapement, 15J, gilt mvt, without number, the spring-loaded weight signed and dated 1922. Chapuis and Jaquet (`History of the
Self-Winding Watch`) document the production of a handful of these timepieces by Leroy, produced from 1922-1929; they note
only one series of seven pocket watches of varying styles and complication, all in early to later 19th century style cases of various
thickness, signed on the bobs with serial number 1 to 7 and the name of the purchaser, the latter considered connoisseurs of older
horological craft. At the same time, they show wristlet watches of navette shape, one also dated 1922 and marked `Système
Remontage Automatique` (automatic winding system). The `Art of Horology in France` Antiquorum catalog notes that the two
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EPW - Mermod, Jaccard & Co, St Louis, Swiss rare split-seconds chronograph with 30 minute register and constant seconds,
52mm, heavy 18K original Becker HC with gold cuvette in addition to glazed observation cover over mvt, SW-LS, WED with
sunken seconds and register, lever escapement, at least 17J, fausses-côtes NI damascene, s#63343. The ébauche was made by
`Lecoultre & Cie` (note the lower case `c`), a factory founded at Le Sentier in 1849 by Charles Antoine Lecoultre, who invented the
first automated pinion cutter in 1823. Some of these carry the Lecoultre & Cie signature directly, while others bear names of
various famous makers. Gross weight of assembled watch 98.4 dwt (152.8 g).
EPW - Non Magnetic Watch Co, `Grand Complication,` minute repeater, perpetual calendar, chronograph with moonphase, 56mm,
18K original HC with gold cuvette in addition to glazed mvt observation cover, cuvette bearing signature ring which includes
`Paillard`s Patent Non-Magnetic Compensation Balance & Spring` marking, SW-SS, WED with four sunken subsidiary dials,
aperture for lunar phases with running seconds, 48-month adjusted for leap year, day of the week and day of the month, fully
capped lever escapement, fully jeweled repeat train down to the hammers, approximately 32J, checkered pattern NI damascene,
s#7403 with matching case serial. Gross weight of assembled watch 115.2 dwt (179.2 g). From the Wing collection.
EPW - Sebastien Chappuis, Genève, 17th century Swiss single-handed alarm watch, 56mm silver replaced 18th century outer
case, 47mm silver inner case pierced for sound transmission and attractively engraved with a hunter, dogs, and animals all set
against a foliate scroll background, KWKS, original silver champleve dial with quarter hour indications, dial also with central alarm
disk and mounted pointer for time, settable hand at center for alarm (turn clockwise only), silver button protruding from disk to aid
in turning disk for time setting, verge escapement, gilt mvt with pierced and foliate scrolled two footed balance bridge, elaborate
click for mainspring set-up pressure, early regulator form for balance spring, superb spiral fluted pillars, foliate pierced alarm
barrel, no serial, ca 1680. Sold in our galleries in 2009.
EPW - Vacheron & Constantin, Genève, 60mm, sterling silver OF original HB&B case with silver cuvette, Hydrographic Services
`HS2` mark with pheon and last four digits of mvt number on back, SW-SS, original silvered dial, fully capped lever escapement,
20J, fausses-côtes NI damascene mvt with gilt pheon, s#444750. Case is marked with `FFBA` logo for Fédération des Fabricants
de Boites Argent of Biel (Bienne), registered in 1934 apparently in conjunction with Union Suisse des Fabricants de Boites de
Montres (USFB), according to the Trade Mark Index. The HS2 marking designates a chronometer adjusted for isochronism in at
least five positions, only HS1 being higher of higher rank with detent escapement. Gross weight of assembled watch 100.2 dwt
(155.7 g).
WW - A Lange & Söhne, Sax - O - Mat, automatic, 37mm x 45mm to lug tips, 19mm lug width, original 18K yellow gold screw back
case with sapphire display back and pump pusher at 10 for quickset date, crocodile strap with signed 18K yellow gold Lange
buckle, original silvered dial with applied gold baton indices and a large inset double date aperture at 12, 45J cal L 921 with a
two-tone 21K and platinum rotor, s#27055, triple signed. Includes the original inner and outer boxes with the paperwork. Gross
weight of assembled watch 53.9 dwt (83.7 g).
WW - Breitling Chronomat Chronograph, automatic, 39mm x 46mm to lug tips, 20mm lug width, original stainless steel screw back
case with unidirectional timing bezel having raised notches at 15 minute intervals, stainless steel deployment bracelet signed
Breitling, original blackish-gray `panda` style dial with applied silver Roman numeral indices and three inset white subregisters for
minute recording, hour recording, and subsidiary seconds, 25J cal 7750, s#A13358, triple signed.
WW - Corum Rolls Royce, manual wind, 29mm x 31mm to lug tips, 19mm lug width, original 18K yellow gold case shaped like a
Rolls Royce grill including hood ornament, set with 64 round full cut diamonds weighing approximately .60 ctw, Corum signed
leather strap and buckle, original gold colored dial with applied gold bars to imitate a car grill, 18J, s#159070, triple signed. Gross
weight of assembled watch 20.8 dwt (32.4 g). Includes a leather Corum watch roll.
WW - Heuer Carrera Chronograph, ref 2447, retailed by Abercrombie & Fitch Co, 36mm x 45mm to lug tips, 18mm lug width,
original stainless steel screw back case with steel pump pushers, leather strap, original silvered dial with applied baton indices,
three inset subregisters for minute recording, hour recording and subsidiary seconds, 17J cal 72, s#78240, triple signed. One of
roughly ten known examples of this watch.
WW - Heuer Carrera, ref 2448, 36mm x 45mm to lug tips, 18mm lug width, original GP base metal case with stainless steel screw
back, leather rally strap, original silvered dial with applied gold baton indices and three inset subregisters for minute recording,
hour recording, and subsidiary seconds, 17J cal 72, s#120210, triple signed.
WW - International Watch Co, Schaffhausen, 37mm x 42mm to lug tips, 18K original case, 14K gold bracelet with custom
extensions and broken clasp, 8.5 inches maximum, refinished white dial (would have been silvered originally), 16-17J, s#1164511,
triple signed. Gross weight of assembled watch 54.3 dwt (84.4 g), weight of 14K bracelet alone 31.8 dwt (49.4 g).
WW - IWC Ingenieur Chronograph for Mercedes AMG, automatic, 42mm x 47mm to lug tips, original titanium screw back case
with AMG`s embossed logo, integrated titanium deployment bracelet, original black dial with an outer tachymeter scale, applied
lumed numerals and indices and two inset subregisters for minute recording and subsidiary seconds, 31J cal 79350, s#3145500,
triple signed. Includes the original box, two extra links, bracelet sizing tools and the original hang tag.
WW - LeCoultre triple date moon phase, manual wind, 33mm x 42mm to lug tips, 17mm lug width, original stainless steel and rose
gold two-tone snap back case, leather strap, original copper colored dial with applied rose gold numerals and indices as well as
moon phase at 6 and two windows at 12 for day and month, 17J cal 494-1, s#482584, triple signed.
Addendum - 14K, not 18K Mathey Tissot moonphase chronograph, manual wind, 36mm x 42mm to lug tips, 18mm lug width,
original 18K yellow gold snap back case, presentation engraving on back, pigskin strap, original silvered dial with applied gold
indices as well as a tachymeter scale along the dial perimeter and two inset windows at 12 for day and month, dial also with three
inset subregisters for minute recording, hour recording with moonphase, and subsidiary seconds, 17J cal 88, s#123188, triple
signed. Gross weight of assembled watch 29.1 dwt (45.2 g).
WW - Omega Constellation Chronometer Megasonic 720 Hz, ref 198.0047, 36mm x 38mm, 18K yellow gold original SB case with
integrated bracelet with Omega logo deployment clasp, maximum length 7.6 inches, original silvered dial, 18J Omega cal 1220,
s#34933339, case #1980047, ref 398.0819, triple signed plus signed clasp. Gross weight of assembled watch and bracelet 86.2
dwt (134.0 g).
WW - Omega Constellation Chronometer Officially Certified, automatic, 35mm x 43mm to lug tips, 18mm lug width, 18K yellow
gold original SB case with raised observatory logo on back, 14K bracelet with Omega deployment clasp, original silvered dial with
date aperture at 3, 24J cal 561, s#17603229, triple signed, with Omega box. Gross weight of assembled watch and bracelet 50.3
dwt (78.3 g). Currently sized at maximum length for 7-inch wrist, medium-small. Includes period Omega watch box.
WW - Patek Philippe, Genève, automatic, ref 5012, 33mm x 40mm to lug tips, 18mm lug width, original 18K yellow gold screw
back case, Patek signed crocodile strap and 18K buckle, original eggshell dial with applied gold baton indices and an inset date
window at 3, 29J cal 315sc with a 22K yellow gold rotor, fausses-côtes NI damascene, s#1915077, triple signed.
WW - Patek Philippe, Genève, ref 3565, automatic, 35mm x 35mm to lug tips, original 18K yellow gold snap back case with `IOS
Million Dollar Associate` on rear, integrated 18K yellow gold bracelet with IOS marking, original gold sunburst dial with IOS
marking, black painted Roman numerals, and inset date at 3, 37J cal 27-460M, fausses-côtes NI damascene, s#1127989, triple
signed.
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2,400.00

18,000.00

3,800.00

2,600.00
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136

137

138

139

140

141

142

143

144

145

146
147

148

149

150

DESCRIPTION
WW - Patek Philippe, Genève, ref 3445, 35mm x 37mm to lug tips, original 18K yellow gold screw back case converted from lugs
to integrated bracelet, 18K mesh bracelet with signed Patek Philippe clasp, original silvered dial with applied gold stick indices,
date aperture at 3, 37J cal 270-460, s#1230285, triple signed. Includes Patek Philippe inner and outer boxes. Gross weight of
assembled watch 59.6 dwt (92.7 g)
WW - Patek Philippe, Genève, ref 1431, 27mm x 37mm to lug tips, 18mm lug width, original 18K yellow gold snap back case, 14K
yellow gold fold-over mesh bracelet, Florentine finished gold dial with applied gold baton indices and subsidiary seconds, 18J,
fausses-côtes NI damascene, s#956044, triple signed. Includes a period inner and outer box. Gross weight of assembled watch
41.9 dwt (65.1 g).
WW - Rolex Oyster Perpetual Submariner, famous as the James Bond model having no crown-guards, ref 5508, 38mm x 48mm to
lug tips, 20mm lug width, stainless steel original case with bidirectional rotating bezel, original faded gray bezel insert called the
`ghost` insert, recent Rolex lizard strap with Rolex buckle supplied during complete Rolex factory overhaul in 2010, original black
dial with `100m = 330 ft` marking, 25J cal 1530, s#762836, ca 1962, model introduced in 1957, triple signed, inside back ref 5508,
internal date code `II.62` for second quarter of 1962 production. The watch comes with beautifully presented 2010 appraisal from
Heritage Appraisers of Shaker Heights, Ohio, plus Rolex service papers and invoice documenting all repairs.
WW - Rolex Oyster Perpetual Submariner, ref 5513, 40mm x 47mm to lug tips, stainless steel original case with bidirectional
rotating bezel, black bezel insert replaced during Rolex service, later Oyster bracelet ref 93150 with flip-locking and extendable
deployment clasp bearing date code for May 1996, black dial with plot markers replaced by Rolex during 2010 service, 26J cal
1520, s#8333767, ca 1983, triple signed, inside back ref 5512. The watch comes with beautifully presented 2010 appraisal from
Heritage Appraisers of Shaker Heights, Ohio, plus service papers and invoice documenting all repairs performed at Rolex,
including overhaul, replacement of dial and hands, domed crystal, insert, crown and case tube plus refinishing of case and
bracelet.
WW - Rolex Oyster Perpetual Chronometer, ref 1005, acrylic crystal, 34mm x 39mm to lug tips, 19mm lug width, 14K original
Oyster case and riveted Oyster bracelet with deployment clasp, original silvered dial with applied gold stick numerals, 25J cal
1560, s#1100586, triple signed with signed clasp, Rolex USA bracelet stamped 7-72, inside back ref 1005. Includes a green Rolex
box. Gross weight of assembled watch 50.6 dwt (78.7 g)
Addendum - Acrylic not sapphire crystal Rolex Oyster Perpetual DateJust Chronometer, ref 16013, sapphire crystal, QS, 36mm
x 43mm to lug tips, 20mm lug width, 18K and stainless steel original case, later Jubilee bracelet with deployment clasp, original
champagne dial, date disc with open `6` and `9` numerals (unclosed), 27J cal 3035, s#6554623, circa 1980, triple signed with
signed clasp, bracelet ref 62523-18, end links 455, bracelet date code N6 for June 1989, inside back ref 16000, in older inner box
and newer outer box.
WW - Tourneau Chronometre Chronographe, 38mm x 45mm to lug tips, 19mm lug width, original 18K rose gold screw back
exhibition case, polished crocodile strap with 18K buckle, original cream enamel dial with three inset subregisters for minute
recording, hour recording, and subsidiary seconds which doubles as a 24 hour indicator, day-month apertures at 12 and
moonphase at 6, 25J cal 7751, s#280, triple signed. Gross weight of assembled watch 51.6 dwt (80.2 g).
WW - Tourneau Chronometre GMT, 38mm x 46mm to lug tips, 19mm lug width, original 18K rose gold screw back exhibition case,
blue crocodile strap with signed 18K buckle, original silvered step dial with applied gold numerals and two inset registers for GMT
and day of the week as well as a power reserve indicator at 6 and a date window at 3, 21J cal 2892, s#135, triple signed. Gross
weight of assembled watch 42.4 dwt (65.6 g).
WW - Tudor `Big Block` Oysterdate Chronograph, ref 79180, acrylic crystal, QS, 42mm x 48mm to lug tips, 20mm lug width,
original stainless steel case with steel tachymeter bezel as well as screw down pushers, stainless steel Oyster bracelet with
deployment clasp, original glossy black `panda` style dial with applied silver stick indices and three inset silver subregisters for
minute recording, hour recording and subsidiary seconds, 17J cal 7750, s#B515264, triple signed with signed clasp, bracelet ref
78360, inside back ref 79160.
WW - Tudor Oyster Prince Submariner, transitional model, ref 7016/0 - 7528, acrylic crystal, 41mm x 47mm to lug tips, original
stainless steel Oyster case with bidirectional dive bezel that has a 1980`s mid-font Rolex service inset with original pearl, rivet
oyster bracelet with deployment clasp, original matte grey dial with painted lume indicies, 17J cal 2483, s#623451, with a case
stamp of I.68, triple signed with signed clasp, bracelet ref 75, inside back ref 7528.
WW - Tudor Oyster Prince `Date-Day` with German calendar, `Rotor Self-Winding,` ref 7017/0, 38mm x 47mm to lug tips, 20mm
lug width, original stainless steel Oyster SB case, crocodile strap, original silvered dial with applied baton indices, day aperture at
12, date window at 3 following `President` layout, 21J cal 1895, s#685699, triple signed. The watch has traditional non-quick
setting, where advancing the hands through midnight changes both day and date, while rolling the hands back past 8PM and
forward past 2AM repeats the day and advances the date.
WW - Vacheron & Constantin, Genève, 36mm x 45mm to lug tips, 18mm lug width, original 18K yellow gold snap back case with
prominent tear drop lugs, leather strap, original gold colored dial with applied gold indices, 17J cal 453, s#467923, triple signed.
Gross weight of assembled watch 31.4 dwt (48.8 g).
WW - Wakmann, triple calendar triple register chronograph, manual wind, 37mm x 43mm to lug tips, 19mm lug width, original
stainless steel SB case with pump pushers, leather strap, original black `panda` style dial with applied baton indices, inset white
subregisters, day and month apertures, 17J cal 730, s#71130970, triple signed. Includes the original Wakmann box and
instructions.
WW - Waldan International, Chronometre Chronographe, 38mm x 45mm to lug tips, 19mm lug width, original .950 platinum screw
back exhibition case, polished crocodile strap with 18K white gold buckle, original white enamel dial with applied black numerals
and three inset subregisters for minute recording, hour recording, and subsidiary seconds which doubles as a 24 hour indicator,
day month aperture at 12, moonphase at 6, 25J cal 7751, s#12, triple signed. Gross weight of assembled watch 58.3 dwt (90.5 g).
WW - Waldan International Astronic triple calendar, 39mm x 46mm to lug tips, 19mm lug width, original 18K rose gold screw back
exhibition case, green crocodile strap with signed 18K buckle, original two-tone enamel dial with applied rose gold numerals and
inset day/month windows at 12 as well as moonphase at 6, 25J cal 2824-2, s#131, triple signed. Gross weight of assembled watch
49.7 dwt (77.2 g).
WW - Zenith El Primero Chronomaster, 40mm x 46mm to lug tips, 20mm lug width, original stainless steel screw back exhibition
case, stainless steel bracelet with deployment signed Zenith, original silvered dial with applied silver Roman numerals, perimeter
tachymeter scale, and three inset subregisters for minute recording, hour recording, and subsidiary seconds, also day and month
windows at 12, a date window at 4, and moonphase at 6, 31J cal 410, s#146277, triple signed. Includes the original box and
paperwork as well as warranty cards, hang tags and instruction booklets along with the original chronometer certificate and an
extra leather strap.
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DESCRIPTION
Rolex Oyster bracelet only, riveted construction, 20mm at ends, ref 7206/82, date code of 4/69, 6.5 inches long closed without
head, with head about 8 inches.
Addendum - dimensions added to description; 6`x3.5`x1.25` Omega Watch Co sterling silver cigarrette box, textured top with
embossed Omega logo on the side, cedar lined interior to keep cigars or cigarettes fresh, measures 6 inches by 3.5 inches by
1.25 inches. Gross weight 161.5 dwt (251.1 g).
WW - Arsa Chronograph, manual wind, 37mm x 44mm to lug tips, 20mm lug width, original CPBM wire lug case with a stainless
steel snap back, expandable steel bracelet, original tan colored dial with radium painted numerals, telemeter scale at the perimeter
in blue, two inset subregisters for minute recording and subsidiary seconds, 17J, s#54603, triple signed.
WW - Banner Datofix, Record Watch Co, triple calendar with moon phase, 34mm x 41mm to lug tips, 17mm lug width, RGP top
and stainless steel back original case, leather strap, original silvered dial, 17J cal 107C, s#853164, double signed Banner, signed
Record in case-back. Record Watch Co registered the Datofix brand in 1944.
WW - Baume & Mercier moonphase chronograph, manual wind, 32mm x 39mm to lug tips, 18mm lug width, original 18K yellow
gold snap back case, woven leather strap, original white dial with black Roman numerals and 4 inset subregisters for minute
recording, hour recording, subsidiary seconds and date with moonphase, 17J cal 1883, s#4296126, triple signed. Gross weight of
assembled watch 26.4 dwt (41.8 g).
WW - Croton Chronomaster Aviator Sea Diver, manual chronograph, 39mm x 46mm to lug tips, 20mm lug width, original stainless
steel SB case, bi-directional rotating bezel with minute and hour scales, without strap, original dial has aged to a tropical chocolate
brown tone, dial with two inset white subregisters for subsidiary seconds and minute recording with a red 5 minute countdown, 17J
Valjoux cal 7733, s#42792, triple signed.
WW - Eterna, Soleure, automatic, 42mm x 50mm to lug tips, 22mm lug width, original stainless steel screw back case, handmade
crocodile strap with signed Eterna deployment buckle, original black matte dial with applied silver indices and date aperture at 6,
26J cal 200 , s#8310.41, triple signed. Includes original inner and outer box as well as paperwork.
WW - Hamilton Piping Rock, 1928 issue, 29mm x 43mm to hinged lug tips, 16mm lug width, original 14K white gold snap back
case with enameled Roman numeral bezel, leather strap, original silvered dial, 19J grade 979, s#2917606, triple signed. Gross
weight of assembled watch without strap 18.6 dwt (28.4 g).
WW - Hamilton Odyssee 2001, 38mm x 38mm to lug tips, 18mm lug width, original stainless steel screw back case, leather strap,
original silvered dial with black outer chapter and applied silver baton indices, 17J cal 694, s#995217, triple signed. Includes period
Hamilton box and paperwork.
WW - Heuer chronograph, ref 7725, manual wind, 36mm x 42mm to lug tips, 19mm lug width, original plated base metal case with
a stainless steel screw back, leather strap, original silvered dial with applied gold baton indices, two inset subregisters for minute
recording and subsidiary seconds, 17J cal 7730, s#115416, triple signed.
WW - International Watch Co, retailed by Tiffany & Co, 27mm x 37mm to lug tips, 18mm lug width, 14K original Cresarrow case
with 1948 presentation engraving on rear, 14K yellow gold deployment bracelet stamped Tiffany & Co, original silvered dial with
applied gold pyramid indices and gold numerals, 17J cal 62, s#1056238. Gross weight of assembled watch 42.4 dwt (65.9g).
WW - Jaeger LeCoultre, manual wind, 35mm x 37mm to lug tips, 18mm lug width, original 14K yellow gold stepped bezel case
with snap back, leather strap, original silvered Florentine finished dial with applied gold numerals and baton indices, 17J cal 818,
s#1441455, triple signed. Gross weight of assembled watch 17.6 dwt (27.4 g).
WW - LeCoultre Memovox alarm watch, manual wind, 34mm x 42mm to lug tips, 18mm lug width, GF and SS original snap back
case, name engraved on rear, expandable bracelet with calendar, original silvered dial with gold baton indices, 17J cal K814,
s#1523770, triple signed. Includes original box and paperwork.
WW - Leonidas Chronograph, manual wind, 35mm x 42mm to lug tips, 18mm lug width, original CPBM case with stainless steel
snap back, lizard strap, original silvered dial with lume painted numerals, a tachymeter scale in blue runs along the outer perimeter
followed by a telemeter scale in red, two inset subregisters for minute recording and subsidiary seconds, 17J cal 148, s#792235,
triple signed.
WW - Longines Weems, manual wind, 28mm x 34mm to lug tips, 16mm lug width, original 14K yellow gold snap back case with a
bidirectional rotating timing bezel held in place by a screw down clamp on the side, leather strap, original silvered dial with lume
painted numerals, 17J cal 10L, s#6892613, triple signed. Gross weight of assembled watch 21.2 dwt (32.4 g).
WW - Longines Calatrava, 36mm x 43mm to lug tips, 19mm lug width, original 14K snap back case with fancy lugs, lizard strap,
silvered cross hair dial with applied gold Roman numerals and center seconds, 17J cal 23M, s#7555175, triple signed. Gross
weight of assembled watch 24.5 dwt (38.1 g).
WW - Longines, Triumph, automatic, 33mm x 42mm to lug tips, 19mm lug width, original 14K yellow gold screw back case with
initials on rear, no strap, original silvered two-tone dial with applied gold indices, 17J cal 19AS, s#10774674, triple signed, includes
the original matching paperwork and hang tags. Gross weight of assembled watch 22.8 dwt (35.4 g).
WW - Longines Heritage Conquest, automatic, 35mm x 42mm to lug tips, 18mm lug width, original stainless steel screw back with
enameled gold waterproof medallion, crocodile strap with signed Longines buckle, original black glossy dial with applied rose gold
indices and an inset date aperture at 12, 25J cal 2824-2, s#35239912, triple signed.
WW - Movado triple calendar, manual wind, 34mm x 42mm to lug tips, 17mm lug width, original 14K yellow gold snap back case
with fancy lugs, shark strap, original silvered two-tone dial with applied gold Breguet numerals and two inset windows for day and
month as well as a perimeter date track, 17J cal 470, s#44820, triple signed. Gross weight of assembled watch 25.1 dwt (38.9 g).
WW - Movado for Tiffany & Co, Triple Calendar, manual wind, 32mm x 40mm to lug tips, 16mm lug width, original stainless steel
snap back case, leather strap, silvered dial with outer minute chapter in red and an inner chapter in blue for the date, radium
painted numerals and two apertures for day of the week and month, 15J cal 470, s#14815, triple signed.
WW - Omega Chronostop Seamaster, manual wind, ref 145.008, 41mm x 47mm to lug tips, 22mm lug width, original screwback
compressor style case with an inner rotatable dive bezel, leather strap, original black dial with a white chapter ring and applied
silver lumed baton indices, 17J cal 920, s#27726762, triple signed.
WW - Omega Constellation, ref 168-029, 35mm x 40mm to lug tips, 19mm lug width, original gold cap stainless steel screw back
case with inlaid gold observatory medallion, Tiffany & Co alligator strap, original silvered Florentine dial with applied gold stick
indices, 24J cal 751, s#31237309, triple signed.
WW - Omega Cosmic, triple calendar with moonphase, ref 2606-3, manual wind, 35mm x 43mm to lug tips, gold shell top,
stainless steel snap-back original case, crocodile strap, original silvered dial has aged to a tropical marbled pattern, applied gold
indices, two inset windows under signature for day and month, 31 day scale on perimeter in blue, subsidiary seconds at 6 with
inset moonphase, 17J cal 381, s#12591119, triple signed.
WW - Omega Seamaster, automatic, ref 166.020, 34mm x 40mm to lug tips, 18mm lug width, original stainless steel and 14K gold
cap front loading case, leather strap, original silvered dial with applied baton indices and an inset date window at 3, 24J cal 565,
s#24872504, triple signed.
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DESCRIPTION
WW - Omega Automatic Seamaster DeVille, 34mm x 40mm to lug tips, 18mm lug width, GF original case with two-part stem, mvt
lock under bezel, now with fresh alligator strap, original gilt dial, 17J cal 563, s#34057087, triple signed.
WW - Record, Genève, chronograph, manual wind, 38mm x 44mm to lug tips, 20mm lug width, original 18K yellow gold snap back
case, initials and 1953 date engraved on case rear, lizard strap, original gold colored dial with applied gold indices and a
tachymeter scale that runs along the perimeter, dial also with three inset subregisters for minute recording, hour recording, and
subsidiary seconds, 18J cal 178, s#738014, triple signed. Gross weight of assembled watch 32.9 dwt (51.3 g).
WW - Record W W W issued British military watch, manual wind, 36mm x 47mm to lug tips, 18mm lug width, original CPBM case
with stainless steel screw back and solid wire lugs, no strap, original black dial with white numerals and lume painted indices, 15J
cal 022K, s#550160. This watch is one of the `Dirty Dozen,` a group of twelve different Swiss watches commissioned by the
Ministry of Defence for World War II.
WW - Rolex Oyster Perpetual Chronometer, ref 5500, plastic crystal, 34mm x 40mm to lug tips, original stainless steel and 18K
gold case with 14K and stainless steel Rolex USA Jubilee bracelet with deployment clasp, original white dial with black Roman
numerals and applied gold indices, 26J cal 1520, s#5711004, triple signed with signed clasp, inside back ref 1002.
WW - Snomar, manual double register chronograph with tachymeter and telemeter scales, the latter graded for kilometers, 38mm
x 44mm to lug tips, 20mm lug width, 18K hollow original case with metal mvt ring and cuvette, without strap, requires female
spring-bars, original silvered dial, 17J Landeron cal 248, s#165 on case-back, single signed. The Snomar brand is not registered.
Gross weight of assembled watch 24.1 dwt (37.5 g)
WW - Timor W W W issued British military watch, manual wind, 36mm x 47mm to lug tips, 18mm lug width, original stainless steel
screw back solid wire lug case, leather NATO style strap, original black dial, British arrow under the logo, white numerals and lume
painted indices, 15J cal 6060, s#34567. This watch is one of the `Dirty Dozen,` a group of twelve different Swiss watches
commissioned by the Ministry of Defence for World War II.
WW - Tutima, DI 300 Dive watch, automatic, 43mm x 50mm to lug tips, 20mm lug width, original titanium screw back case with
unidirectional timing bezel for diving, titanium bracelet signed Tutima, original black dial with lume painted indices and outer hour
track in yellow with black painted numerals, 25J cal 2836, s#1021831, triple signed.
WW - Ulysse Nardin Chronometer, manual wind, 25mm x 37mm to lug tips, 18mm lug width, original 14K yellow gold snap back
case with initials engraved on rear, 14K gold fold over bracelet, original silvered dial with applied gold indices, 17J, s#512779, triple
signed, includes the original box. Gross weight of assembled watch 34.6 dwt (53.8 g).
WW - Wakmann Chronograph, manual wind, 37mm x 47mm to lug tips, 18mm lug width, original CPBM case with a stainless steel
snap back, leather strap, original silvered dial with lume painted numerals and a tachymeter scale in blue on the perimeter, two
inset subregisters for minute recording and subsidiary seconds, 17J cal 188, triple signed.
APW - Aurora, 18S, 14K box hinge multicolor HC recase with gold cuvette and weighted band, buck image on case back, SW-LS,
WE-SSD, lever escapement, 15J, quilted pattern NI damascene, s#74495. Comes with hard protective shell-type holder as
pictured. Gross weight of assembled watch 92.2 dwt (143.4 g).
APW - Aurora, private label for `W J Kemler, Pittsburgh, Pa` on mvt, 18S, 14K rose gold BWCCo drum-style HC recase with ET
gold cuvette, SW-LS, WE-SSD, lever escapement, 15J, gilt mvt, s#39941. Gross weight of assembled watch 87.7 dwt (136.4 g).
APW - Ball Hamilton, Grade 998 Elinvar 23J, Official RR Standard, marked `Elinvar` on pallet bridge, 16S, GF OF original `Ball
Official RR Standard` case with stirrup bow, crudely engraved initials inside rear, SW-LS, WE-SSD, fully capped lever escapement
with AMAC balance and blued Elinvar HS, jeweled barrel arbor, 23J, GJS, gold center wheel, bull`s-eye pattern NI damascene,
s#B649905.
APW - Ball Hamilton, Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, Grade 999 19J, mvt marked with BLE logo, 18S, rose GF OF Fahys
case, SW-LS, WE-SSD with Official RR Standard marking, lever escapement, jeweled barrel arbor, 19J, GJS, bull`s-eye pattern NI
damascene, s#642015, with green GF short chain and fob.
APW - Ball Illinois, Official RR Standard 23J, 16S, white GF OF original `Ball Official RR Standard` case with stirrup bow and
pattern engraved back, SW-LS, WE-SSD, distinctive skeleton style hands characteristic to Ball Illinois, fully capped lever
escapement, jeweled barrel arbor, 23J, GJS, GCW, bull`s-eye pattern NI damascene, s#B801197. Comes with modern Ball logo
pouch..
APW - Ball Illinois, Official RR Standard 23J, 16S, GF OF original `Ball Official RR Standard` case with stirrup bow and pattern
engraved back, SW-LS, WE-SSD, distinctive skeleton style hands characteristic to Ball Illinois, fully capped lever escapement,
jeweled barrel arbor, 23J, GJS, GCW, bull`s-eye pattern NI damascene, s#B802835.
APW - Dudley Masonic, model 1, 19J, 14S, yellow GF OF original snap-back display case, SW-SS, signed silvered dial, lever
escapement, jeweled barrel arbor, 19 dark red ruby jewels, GJS, gilt mvt with Masonic themes including engraved Holy Bible on
winding bridge, s#1610.
APW - Dudley Masonic, model 2, 19J, 12S, yellow RGP OF original screw back and bezel display case, SW-SS, signed silvered
dial, lever escapement, jeweled barrel arbor, 19 dark red ruby jewels, GJS, gilt mvt with Masonic themes including applied Holy
Bible on winding bridge, s#5035.
APW - Dudley Masonic, model 2, 19J, 12S, yellow GF OF original snap-back display case, SW-SS, signed silvered dial with gold
Masonic symbols in place of hour numerals, lever escapement, jeweled barrel arbor, 19 dark red ruby jewels, GJS, gilt mvt with
Masonic themes including applied Holy Bible on winding bridge, s#4357.
APW - E Howard & Co, Boston, Series I, model 1858-A (Geller system), N-S (just over 19S), 14K rose gold tested period J H
Johnson, NY, recased HC with plugged and redrilled ET gold cuvette, incuse eagle hallmark, KWKS, WE-SSD with two-line arched
signature, lever escapement, 15J, gilt mvt, s#825, assembly #25. Gross weight of assembled watch 69.9 dwt (108.7 g).
APW - E Howard & Co, Boston, Series I, model 1858-A (Geller system), N-S (just over 19S), well fitting heavy coin silver recased
HC with extra locator pin holes, ET silver cuvette, CEH&Co (Charles E Hale) maker`s marks neatly over-stamped with lines,
perhaps after sale of the company, KWKS, WE-SSD with two-line signature, lever escapement with upright pallets, 15J, gilt mvt,
s#996. Gross weight of assembled watch 110.2 dwt (171.4 g). The balance cock, unlike all but the earliest series I Howards, has
consistent assembly #96.
APW - E Howard & Co, Boston, Series I, model 1858-B (Geller system) with type B plates identified by Geller as having only three
lenticular cutouts, N-S (just over 19S), low-karat gold period recased model-specific `JH` marked HC (probably John Henry,
Philadelphia, active 1856-1860), the unaltered ET gold cuvette aligned perfectly, the mvt with internal case screws as well as
another threaded hole in back plate for different casing option, now with dummy screw, KWKS, WE-SSD with two-line script
signature, lever escapement, 15J, gilt mvt, s#1424, matching assembly #24 under cock. Gross weight of assembled watch 82.0
dwt (127.5 g).
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DESCRIPTION
APW - E Howard & Co, Boston, Series II, N-S (just over 19S), original B&Co silver HC, KWKS, WE-SSD, lever escapement, 15J,
gilt mvt, s#1884. Total production of the Series II was approximately 1200 made, this example has the scarce smaller style barrel
bridge used only among the first 150 to 200 examples.
APW - E Howard & Co, Boston, Series II, N-S (just over 19S), 14-18K OF period T&S (Thiery & Serex) case with spectacular ET
gold cuvette, holes aligning perfectly, KWKS, WE-SSD with two-line signature, lever escapement, 15J, gilt mvt, s#2273, with
modern E Howard pouch. Gross weight of assembled watch 64.2 dwt (100.0 g). The total production of the Series II was
approximately 1200 made, and all were made in the 1860-1862 period, so the watch dates either slightly before the American Civil
War or early on in the war. Thiery & Serex operated out of Cambridgeport next to Boston from 1858 to 1864, while Charles Thiery
began work in 1844.
APW - E Howard & Co, Boston, Series III, N-S (just over 19S), 18K original CEH&Co HC with gold cuvette, KWKS, WE-SSD,
lever escapement, 15J, gilt mvt, s#8753. Gross weight of assembled watch 93.0 dwt (144.7 g).
APW - E Howard & Co, Boston, Series III, N-S (just over 19S), 18K yellow gold original W&S HC with ET gold cuvette, KWKS,
WE-SSD, lever escapement, 15J, gilt mvt, s#21459. Gross weight of assembled watch 79.4 dwt (123.5 g).
APW - E Howard & Co, Boston, Series IV, adjusted, N-S (just over 19S), very heavy 18K `Joslin & Park` original HC with ET gold
cuvette engraved `Presented to C Hillman Brough by his Father, April 28, 1894, for Honors won at College,` crowned `18` stamp
with `D` date letter, SW-SS, WE-SSD, lever escapement, 15J, screwed-down raised jewel settings, rayed scalloped pattern NI
damascene, s#40343. Gross weight of assembled watch 103.7 dwt (161.3 g).
APW - E Howard & Co, Boston, Series IV, adjusted with rayed damascene, N-S (just over 19S), later heavy 14K rose gold EH&Co
recased HC, name engraved on gold cuvette, SW-SS, WE-SSD, lever escapement, 15J, screwed-in jewel settings, rayed pattern
NI damascene with origin in center, s#40355. Gross weight of assembled watch 88.7 dwt (138.0 g).
APW - E Howard & Co, Boston, Series IV with Abbott`s conversion, N-S (just over 19S), very heavy 14-18K `Joslin & Park` original
HC with crowned `18` mark, heavy scalloped band without weighting, the ET gold cuvette with professionally plugged holes,
unprofessional conversion of mvt to SW-LS, WE-SSD, lever escapement, 15J, gilt mvt, s#31651. The intermediary winding arbor
was removed to accept the conversion mechanism, leaving an irregular hole inside the steel collar and the winding clutch visible
beneath. Not a pretty site. Gross weight of assembled watch 86.7 dwt (134.9 g).
APW - E Howard & Co, Boston, Series IV, N-S (just over 19S), box hinge 14K original HC with gold cuvette, case marked with
Jeannot & Shiebler maker monogram inside the cuvette and with `BA&Co` marking inside rear lid likely for the original retailer,
monogram initials on case front, SW-SS, WE-SSD with distinct Josiah Moorhouse characteristics but back not checked for
signature, lever escapement, 15J, NI damascene, s#47698. Gross weight of assembled watch 89.2 dwt (138.7 g).
APW - E Howard & Co, Boston, Series IV, N-S (just over 19S), heavy warranted 14K multicolor rose gold US Assay original true
box-hinged HC now converted to OF, leaving mvt in sidewinder format, the internal bezel removed in favor of the new reflector
ring, gold cuvette in addition to glazed observation cover over mvt, the back with rare but worn dramatic scene of Native American
Indian about to stab the mountain lion that is attacking him, SW-SS, WE-SSD, lever escapement, 15J, GJS, gilt mvt, s#44317.
Inside the back is a photograph of a young couple from the 1890`s, judging by costume. Gross weight of assembled watch 91.1
dwt (141.7 g).
APW - E Howard & Co, Boston, Series V, L-S (just over 15S), heavy 14K EH&Co original HC with gold cuvette, SW-SS, WE-SSD,
lever escapement, 15J, gilt mvt, s#55811. Gross weight of assembled watch 76.1 dwt (118.4 g).
APW - E Howard & Co, Boston, Series V, adjusted, L-S (just over 15S), HC model mvt cased as sidewinder in heavy 14K OF
original E Howard case with gold cuvette bearing 1902 presentation, initials on case rear, SW-SS, WE-SSD, lever escapement,
15J, NI damascene, s#62712. Gross weight of assembled watch 73.6 dwt (114.6 g).
APW - E Howard & Co, Boston, Series VI, N-S (just over 19S), heavy warranted 14K EH&Co original HC with gold cuvette, very
unusual and beautiful decoration in relief, SW-SS, WE-SSD, lever escapement, 15J, GJS, gilt mvt, s#207174. Gross weight of
assembled watch 86.0 dwt (133.7 g).
APW - E Howard & Co, Boston, Series VII, adjusted, deer grade, N-S (just over 19S), heavy 14K EH&Co original HC, SW-SS,
WE-SSD, lever escapement, 15J, GJS, very unusual swirl pattern NI damascene with snowflake border, s#225424. Gross weight
of assembled watch 92.9 dwt (144.4 g).
APW - E Howard & Co, Boston, Series VII, adjusted to heat & cold, horse grade, N-S (just over 19S), heavy warranted 14K
CWMfgCo original HC with gold cuvette in addition to glazed observation cover over mvt, SW-SS, WE-SSD, lever escapement,
15J, GJS, parallel double-arcaded pattern NI damascene, s#213094. Gross weight of assembled watch 95.1 dwt (147.9 g).
APW - E Howard & Co, Boston, Series VII, hound grade, N-S (just over 19S), heavy 14K EH&Co original HC with gold cuvette and
weighted band, SW-SS, WE-SSD, lever escapement, 15J, GJS, gilt mvt, s#221297. Gross weight of assembled watch 95.1 dwt
(147.7 g).
APW - E Howard & Co, Boston, Series VII, Split-plate, adjusted, N-S (just over 19S), GF OF original Keystone J Boss case,
SW-SS, elegant WE-DSD with red and black minute indications, lever escapement, 17J, GJS, lined rib pattern NI damascene,
s#309180, together with GF chain and heart fob.
APW - E Howard & Co, Boston, Series VIII, N-S (just over 19S), very heavy and mint 14K gold EH&Co original OF case with gold
cuvette, SW-SS, WE-SSD with Moorhouse style decorative elements, Louis XV hands, lever escapement, 15J, GJS, gilt mvt,
s#303017. Gross weight of assembled watch 90.0 dwt (140.0 g). An exceptional example with most impressive case.
APW - E Howard & Co, Boston, Series IX, N-S (just over 19S), heavy 14K EH&Co original HC with gold cuvette, case also marked
for retailer `Lambert Bros,` SW-SS, WE-SSD, lever escapement, 15J, gilt mvt, s#403629. Gross weight of assembled watch 95.0
dwt (147.7 g). Very attractive example with an exceptionally strong case, the Lambert Bros were jewelers located in New York
City at 58th St and 3rd Avenue.
APW - E Howard & Co, Boston, Series IX, hound grade, N-S (just over 19S), heavy 14K EH&Co original HC with gold cuvette,
SW-SS, WE-SSD, lever escapement, 15J, gilt mvt, s#401723. Gross weight of assembled watch 91.5 dwt (142.3 g).
APW - Elgin, Veritas 23J with very scarce Montgomery 1920 Patent dial, Grade 453, 16S, 14K OF recase with gold cuvette,
SW-LS, WE-SSD, fully capped lever escapement, jeweled barrel arbor, 23J, decorative gold disk around balance jewel setting,
fishscale center pattern NI damascene NI damascene, s#22504701. Gross weight of assembled watch 58.1 dwt (90.4 g). This
very unusual dial arrangement by H.S. Montgomery was granted US Design Patent 54950 on April 20th, 1920; dials of this design
were made for a number of American watch makes but all of these are quite scarce.
APW - Elgin, Veritas 23J with winding indicator, 18S, GF OF case, SW-LS, WE-DSD, fully capped lever escapement, 23J, DES,
decorative gold disk around balance jewel setting, fishscale center pattern NI damascene, s#16022336. Very fine example of
Elgin`s top grade wind indicator in scarcer 18S version.
APW - Elgin, 18S, 14K box hinge drum style HC recase with gold cuvette, SW-LS, WE-SSD, lever escapement, 11J, NI
damascene, s#2238588. Gross weight of assembled watch 95.2 dwt (148.0 g).
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DESCRIPTION
APW - Elgin, 16S, 14K multicolor false box hinge HC recase with a rose gold buck in a floral setting, gold cuvette, SW-SS, fancy
WE-SSD with silver foil accents and light blue color to center, lever escapement, 15J, NI damascene, s#7876092 . Gross weight of
assembled watch 59.8 dwt (93.0 g).
APW - Elgin, 16S, 14K drum style original BWCCo HC with engine turned gold cuvette, very attractive engravings, SW-LS,
WE-SSD, lever escapement, 11J, gilt mvt, s#3717486. Gross weight of assembled watch 70.3 dwt (109.4 g).
APW - Elgin, 6S, 18K drum style original HC with gold cuvette, rear engraved with buck, SW-LS, WE-SSD, lever escapement,
13J, gilt mvt, s#919886. Gross weight of assembled watch 46.1 dwt (71.7 g).
APW - Elgin, BW Raymond, 18S, 14K scalloped edge HC recase with gold cuvette engraved `D Sannamann from his Wife and
Daughter on his 50th Birthday, Feb 8, 1893,` SW-LS, fancy WE-SSD with two colors of metallic foil highlights against a light purple
background, lever escapement, 17J, NI damascene, s#5571889. Gross weight of assembled watch 88.8 dwt (138.1 g).
APW - Elgin, BW Raymond, 18S, 14K HC recase with attractive engraving and with gold cuvette, SW-LS, WE-SSD, lever
escapement, 17J, NI damascene, s#9406113. Gross weight of assembled watch 86.8 dwt (135.0 g).
APW - Elgin, BW Raymond, Grade 341, 14K original HC with gold cuvette, very attractive case engraving, SW-LS, WE-DSD, lever
escapement, 17J, three finger bridge mvt, NI damascene, s#12283804. Gross weight of assembled watch 60.3 dwt (93.8 g).
Uncommon movement with a total production of 2000 made, the 341 was the only grade of BW Raymond to be made in a hunting
case three finger bridge style.
APW - Elgin, convertible Grade 50, 16S, 14K OF recase with latched front and hunting bezel for ease of access to lever, SW-LS,
WE-DSD with impressed center, lever escapement, 15J, barred and microwave center pattern NI damascene, s#896617. Gross
weight of assembled watch 69.5 dwt (108.1 g).
APW - Elgin, GM Wheeler, 18S, 14K box hinge multicolor HC recase with bird on rear, gold cuvette, SW-LS, unsigned fancy
enamel dial with two colors of metal foil accents and a pink background behind the hour chapter, lever escapement, 15J, gilt mvt,
s#3358148. Gross weight of assembled watch 91.4 dwt (142.1 g).
APW - Hamilton, Grade 950 23J in 14K case with original box and certificate, 16S, heavy 14K OF original case with flush hinges,
gold cuvette bearing Hamilton signature ring, SW-SS, WE-DSD, fully capped lever escapement, jeweled barrel arbor, 23J, striped
NI damascene, s#1154523 on mvt, s#6826145 on case, both serials correctly matched to original box certificate. Gross weight of
assembled watch 63.7 dwt (98.9 g). Superb complete example of this top grade Hamilton in the less common pendant-set
version; the original certificate is marked with a $145 retail price, quite a hefty sum in 1921 when this run of Grade 950P was
produced.
APW - Hamilton, Grade 950 Elinvar 23J, from the first production run, 16S, GF OF Hamilton Model 17 bar over crown case,
SW-LS, WE Montgomery DSD with script Hamilton signature style of earlier vintage, fully capped lever escapement with AMAC
balance and blued Elinvar HS, jeweled barrel arbor, 23J, GJS, GCW, ribbed and lined pattern NI damascene, s#2611700. Watch
comes with unmarked period shipping box.
APW - Hamilton, Grade 950B 23J, 16S, GF OF original Hamilton Model 17 bar over crown case, SW-LS, WE-DSD with Canadian
market 13 to 24 hour indications, fully capped lever escapement, jeweled barrel arbor, AMAC balance with Elinvar HS, 23J, striped
pattern NI damascene, s#S4784. Very high condition example of Hamilton`s top grade Elinvar railroad watch.
APW - Hamilton, Grade 950B 23J, 16S, GF OF original Hamilton Model A case, SW-LS, WE-DS Hamilton Railway Special marked
dial, fully capped lever escapement with AMAC balance system and Elinvar HS, jeweled barrel arbor, 23J, pinstripe pattern NI
damascene, s#S6738, comes with Hamilton marked fitted wooden presentation box.
APW - Hamilton, Hayden W Wheeler 21J, 16S, very heavy 14K original Dubois Watch Case Co HC with Hayden W Wheeler
retailer marking and with elegant features of Jurgensen style lips and five-knuckle front and rear hinges, gold cuvette is engraved
`D.F. Caldwell Mch 18-1904` and front of case is engraved with fancy DFC initials, SW-SS, WE-DS unsigned dial, fully capped
lever escapement, 21J, wavy pattern NI damascene, s#175121. Gross weight of assembled watch 79.5 dwt (123.6 g). Very
impressive original example of this rare high grade watch, the 21 jewel hunting case Hayden W Wheeler model movement has a
total production of only 250 made.
APW - Howard Keystone, unmarked Series 0 23J, heavy 18K OF case with Jurgensen lips, gold cuvette with Howard signature
ring, rear of case with fancy initials, SW-SS, WE-SSD, fully capped lever escapement, jeweled barrel arbor, 23J, striped pattern NI
damascene, s#1086360. Gross weight of assembled watch 61.2 dwt (95.0 g).
APW - Howard Keystone, unmarked Series 0 23J with original boxes, 16S, 14K OF original case with Howard signature ring and
1910 inscription on gold cuvette, initial on case back, Jurgensen case lips, SW-LS, WE-DSD with marginal minutes in radial
orientation, fully capped lever escapement, jeweled barrel arbor, 23J, striped NI damascene, s#1078744 on mvt and s#116620 on
case correctly matching to both inner and outer boxes. Gross weight of assembled watch 62.2 dwt (96.7 g).
APW - Howard Keystone, unmarked Series 0 23J with scarce damascene, 16S, 14K original HC with Jurgensen lips, gold cuvette
bearing Howard signature ring and engraved `To E A Douglas By His Friends of the National Tube Co July 31 - 1909,` rear of case
with fancy E A D initials, SW-SS, WE-DSD with blue minute chapter, fully capped lever escapement, jeweled barrel arbor, 23J,
scarce argyle pattern NI damascene, s#953059 making this the 59th watch from the first production run of 23J Keystone-Howards.
Gross weight of assembled watch 66.1 dwt (102.8 g). Scarce and very attractive damascene, this pattern was only used among
Series 0 mvts with serials in the 953001 to 954000 range and per the excellent info at the NAWCC `Encyclopedia` website this HC
version with this damascene appears to be substantially scarcer with the division of this run of 1000 watches being estimated at
250 made of the hunting case and 750 made of the open face.
APW - Howard Keystone, unmarked Series 0 23J, 16S, 14K original HC with Howard signature ring on gold cuvette, SW-SS,
WE-DSD, fully capped lever escapement, ruby banking pins, 23J, striped NI damascene, s#1143003. Gross weight of assembled
watch 54.3 dwt (84.5 g).
APW - Illinois, `Ch Hoenninger, New York` marked on dial and mvt, 18S, 14K box hinge drum style original HC with gold cuvette,
SW-LS, WE-SSD, lever escapement, 15J, NI damascene, s#1251774. Gross weight of assembled watch 86.9 dwt (135.2 g).
APW - Illinois, `The Union Pacific, N Gamse, New York` marked on both dial and mvt, 16S, 25-year GF J Boss original HC with
American eagle decoration, SW-SS, WE-DSD, lever escapement, 17J, pinstripe pattern NI damascene, s#3267739, in nicely
customized antique rosewood box with `Union Pacific Railroad Co` cut into top, and reproduction enamel pin within, a nice tribute
to the railroad.
APW - Illinois, rare 24J Grade 64, mvt and dial marked for A N Anderson, Minneapolis, Minn, 18S, GF HC recase with very
unusual rear engraving of workers cutting a tree with a two man saw, SW-LS, WE-DSD with red signature, fully capped lever
escapement, capped third wheel, 24J, two-tone damascene, s#1375334. Very rare movement with only 50 total production, it is
likely that this full quantity was made and marked for AN Anderson.
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DESCRIPTION
APW - Illinois, Bunn Special Grade 163A, 23J 60 Hour Elinvar, Type IIB marking, 16S, two-tone white and green GF OF original
Bunn Special Model 173 case with factory executed pattern back engraving, SW-LS, WE-DSD marked `Illinois Bunn Special 23
Jewel 60 Hour,` fully capped lever escapement with AMAC balance and blued Elinvar HS, jeweled barrel arbor, 23J, GJS, GT,
interrupted ray pattern NI damascene, s#5448331. A top example with scarce and very desirable two-tone pattern back case, this
particular engraving design is identified as `Curtain Pattern` in Mike Chamelin`s comprehensive Bunn Special book.
APW - Illinois, Bunn Special Grade 163 with rare Montgomery `Flying J` dial, 23J 60 Hour, Type I marking, 16S, GF OF original
Bunn Special Model 206 case with bracketed band, SW-LS, WE Montgomery DSD marked `Illinois 23J Bunn Special 60 Hour 6
Positions,` fully capped lever escapement, jeweled barrel arbor, 23J, GJS, GT, rayed pattern NI damascene, s#5375153, with
modern Bunn Special pouch. Considered the holy grail of Bunn Special 16 size dials, this example in top condition.
APW - Illinois, rare hunting case Bunn Special 23J, 14K HC recase with gold cuvette, SW-LS, WE-DSD, fully capped lever
escapement, jeweled barrel, 23J, bright spotted pattern NI damascene, s#2502458. Gross weight of assembled watch 80.2 dwt
(124.7 g). Hunting case versions of the 23 jewel Bunn Special are rare, with this particular variant being the final style of 18 size
23 jewel hunting case and having an estimate total production of only 200 made.
APW - Illinois, scarce hunting case Bunn Special 21J, model 8, 16S, 14K HC recase with gold cuvette engraved with name, initial
on front shield, SW-LS, WE-DSD, fully capped lever escapement, 21J, rayed pattern NI damascene, s#3347887. Gross weight of
assembled watch 66.7 dwt (103.8 g). Scarce watch with a total production of 650 made per Mike Chamelin`s Bunn Special book,
this movement is identified as `Variant C` per the book`s classification system and is the third out of four variants of rayed
damascene Bunn Special 21J 16S HC.
APW - Illinois, Bunn Special Grade 163A, 23J 60 Hour Elinvar, Type IIB marking, 16S, GF OF original `Pyramid Bow` style case,
initials on rear, SW-LS, WE-DSD, fully capped lever escapement with AMAC balance and blued Elinvar HS, jeweled barrel arbor,
23J, interrupted ray pattern NI damascene, s#5448872.
APW - Illinois, scarce hunting case Bunn Special 21J, model 8, 16S, 14K HC recase with gold cuvette, SW-LS, WE-DSD, fully
capped lever escapement, 21J, rayed pattern NI damascene, s#4216321. Gross weight of assembled watch 56.1 dwt (87.4 g).
Scarce watch with a total production of 700 made per Mike Chamelin`s Bunn Special book, this movement is identified as `Variant
D` per the book`s classification system and is the final type of the four variants of rayed damascene Bunn Special 21J 16S HC.
APW - Illinois, Bunn Special Grade 161A, 21J 60 Hour Elinvar, Type IIP marking, 16S, two-tone white and green GF OF original
Bunn Special Model 28 case, name engraved in rear, SW-LS, WE-DSD marked `Illinois Bunn Special 21 Jewel 60 Hour,` fully
capped lever escapement, replacement non-Elinvar balance and HS, 21J, interrupted ray pattern NI damascene, s#5561517.
APW - Illinois, Bunn Special 23J 60 Hour, Type III marking, 16S, white GF OF Bunn Special Model 28 recase, SW-LS, WE
Montgomery DSD marked `Illinois Bunn Special 23 Jewel 60 Hour,` fully capped lever escapement, jeweled barrel arbor, 23J,
GJS, GT, rayed pattern NI damascene, s#5305077. Movement is marked on the train bridge with `Illinois Watch` (rather than
`Illinois Watch Co`), this shortened version of the factory marking is less common among the Type III variant being only found
among the late portion of its production.
APW - Illinois, Bunn Special Grade 161A, 21J 60 Hour Elinvar, Type IIB marking, 16S, white GF OF original Bunn Special Model
206 case with bracketed band, SW-LS, fully signed WE-DSD with `21 Jewel 60 Hour` marking, fully capped lever escapement with
AMAC balance and blued Elinvar HS, 21J, GJS, GT, interrupted ray pattern NI damascene, s#5496261.
APW - Illinois, Pennsylvania Special `21 Ruby Jewels,` 18S, GF OF original case, SW-LS, WE-DS `Pennsylvania Special` dial with
Gothic numerals, fully capped lever escapement, 21J, two-tone damascene with bright spotted pattern intersected by concentric
gilt rings, s#1934096. Rare Bunn Special grade private label, all 21J 18S Pennsylvania Special examples we have seen in this
grade have been in either the 1742701 to 1742800 or the 1934001 to 1934100 serial ranges suggesting a possible total production
of only 200 made.
APW - Illinois, Sangamo 21J, 16S, 14K HC recase with gold cuvette, rear of case engraved with scene of a hunter shooting at a
running buck, relatively modern presentation engraving on cuvette and inside lid, SW-LS, WE-DSD, fully capped lever
escapement, 21J, bright spotted pattern NI damascene, s#1745855. Gross weight of assembled watch 72.9 dwt (113.3 g).
APW - Illinois, Sangamo Special 23J, unmarked 60 Hour, 17S, green GF OF original Sangamo Special model stiff bow case with
signature ring on cuvette, SW-LS, WE-DS Heavy Gothic Montgomery 17S dial, fully capped lever escapement, jeweled barrel
arbor, 23J, broad transverse band pattern NI damascene, s#4642126.
APW - Illinois, Washington Watch Co Lafayette 24J, 18S, GF OF original case, SW-LS, WE-DSD, fully capped lever escapement,
capped third wheel, jeweled barrel arbor, 24J, NI damascene, s#1807487. Scarce high grade private label sold by the
Montgomery Ward & Co, total production of this Bunn Special grade 24 jewel open face Lafayette is believed to be 720 made.
APW - Illinois, Washington Watch Co Lafayette 24J, 18S, GF OF false box hinge Dueber recase, SW-LS, WE-DSD, fully capped
lever escapement, jeweled third wheel, jeweled barrel arbor, 24J, NI damascene, s#2592157. Scarce high grade private label sold
by the Montgomery Ward & Co, total production of this Bunn Special grade 24 jewel open face Lafayette is believed to be 720
made.
APW - Otay Watch Co, 18S, 14K HC recase with gold cuvette and weighted band, SW-LS, WED, lever escapement, 15J, gilt mvt,
s#30094. Gross weight of assembled watch 96.8 dwt (150.5 g). This scarce and short-lived southern California maker was in
production from May to November of 1890, with a total production of only about 1200 watches made.
APW - Rockford, Grade 800 24J, 18S, GF original HC with faceted band, SW-LS, WE-DSD, fully capped lever escapement,
capped third wheel, jeweled barrel arbor in distinctive `eyeball` style setting, 24J, fishscale pattern NI damascene, s#542146.
Scarce high grade watch with an estimated total production of only 500 made per Roy Ehrhardt`s Rockford book.
APW - Rockford, marked with low s#44, mvt marked `M M Pomeroy, Denver, Col,` mvt also marked `15 R` on barrel bridge, 18S,
HC model mvt cased as sidewinder in NI OF glassback case which is as made without bow, SW-LS transitional style with retained
KW arbor on barrel, WE-SSD, lever escapement, 15J, GJS, gilt mvt, s#44. Movement has been disassembled and bears s#44 on
pillar plate, balance cock, balance spar, winding bridge, barrel bridge, barrel, and barrel cover; mvt bears number 4 on hour and
minute wheels. Intriguing piece with a seemingly very early serial but with some features such as the `15 R` marking and lever-set
style that would suggest an actual finish date some years later into Rockford`s production. We believe this was likely Pomeroy`s
personal watch rather than being the more typical jeweler`s private label marking for retail purposes, and an internet search
reveals some colorful history of Marcus Mills `Brick` Pomeroy (1833-1896). In his earlier years Pomeroy was a
APW - Rockford Winnebago, 16S, 14K yellow gold original HC with 1908 presentation on gold cuvette, initials on front shield,
SW-LS, WE-DSD, lever escapement, 17J, concentric expanding fishscale pattern NI damascene, s#625148. Gross weight of
assembled watch 65.7 dwt (102.1 g). Superb example of this scarce watch, total production of the 16S HC Winnebago is 900
made.
APW - Rockford Indicator, Grade 665, 16S, GF OF original Philadelphia case, SW-SS, WE-DSD, lever escapement, 17J, GCW,
pinstripe pattern NI damascene, s#916187. Uncommon watch with an estimated total production of 1900 made per the excellent
April 2008 NAWCC Bulletin `Railroader`s Corner` article covering the Rockford Indicator grades.
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DESCRIPTION
APW - Waltham, 18S, 14K drum style HC recase with gold cuvette, house and lake scene on rear, SW-LS, WE-SSD, lever
escapement, 11J, NI damascene, s#3309104. Gross weight of assembled watch 79.6 dwt (123.7 g).
APW - Waltham, Amn Watch Co grade, model 1872, 16S, heavy 18K rose gold original Waltham HC with gold cuvette in addition
to glazed observation cover over mvt, cuvette bearing 1892 presentation, stylish matching initial monogram on cover and 1892
monogram on back, SW-LS, WE-SSD, lever escapement, 16J, GJS, GCW, quilted center pattern NI damascene, s#2306844.
Gross weight of assembled watch 86.1 dwt (133.8 g). In outstanding condition.
APW - Waltham, `Am`n Watch Co` grade, model 1888, 16S, heavy 14K OF original Roy case with gold cuvette engraved `From
Grandmother,` SW-SS, WE-SSD, lever escapement, non-magnetic alloy balance and HS, 16J, attractive and unusual pattern NI
damascene, s#6000735. Gross weight of assembled watch 68.8 dwt (107.0 g).
APW - Waltham, Appleton Tracy & Co, model 1857, 18S, 18K original CJ & Bro HC with gold cuvette, KWKS, WE-SSD with
AT&Co signature, lever escapement, 15J, gilt mvt, s#16541. Movement is from a run listed in factory records as made in April,
1859 and features an early appearance of a compensation balance which is also noted in the factory record. Gross weight of
assembled watch 78.3 dwt (121.8 g).
APW - Waltham, model 1883, 18S, 14K rose gold Waltham true box-hinged HC recase with gold cuvette, missing its bezel, initials
on front shield, SW-LS, WE-DSD, lever escapement, 15J, concentric sawtooth pattern frosted and NI damascene, s#3362600.
Gross weight of assembled watch 86.3 dwt (134.1 g).
APW - Waltham, model 1877, 18S, 14K gold original Waltham drum style HC with gold cuvette, SW-LS, WE-SSD, lever
escapement, 11J, gilt mvt, s#1430177. Gross weight of assembled watch 87.5 dwt (136.0 g).
APW - Waltham, Riverside Maximus 23J, 16S, heavy 14K OF original case with gold cuvette, SW-SS, WE-SSD with script
signature characteristic to this grade, fully capped lever escapement, jeweled barrel, three visible diamond endstones, 23J, ornate
NI damascene, s#10552784, comes with a period box. Gross weight of assembled watch 63.7 dwt (99.1g).
APW - Waltham, Riverside, model 1899, 16S, 14K rose gold original Robert & Foster HC with 1901 presentation on gold cuvette,
Knights of Columbus cross on back, SW-SS, WE-DSD with impressed center, dial with sacred heart overpainting, lever
escapement, 17J, GJS, GCW, NI damascene, s#9500462. Gross weight of assembled watch 75.6 dwt (117.5 g).
APW - Waltham, Vanguard 23J with winding indicator in rare case, 16S, 14K rose gold OF clamshell-style swingout recase with
DuBois Watch Case Co flower style marking and Hayden W Wheeler retailer`s mark, the mvt ring also in solid gold unlike nearly
all others which are in nickel, SW-LS, WE-TSD, fully capped lever escapement with Lossier inner terminal HS, jeweled barrel, 23J,
DES, GJS, GCW, large checkerboard center pattern NI damascene, s#19104957. Gross weight of assembled watch 67.5 dwt
(105.0 g). This outstanding example comes in very interesting case, with markings to case retailer and maker both of New York.
APW - Waltham, Vanguard 23J with winding indicator, 16S, 14K rose gold OF case with gold cuvette, SW-LS, fully signed
WE-TSD with marginal minutes, fully capped lever escapement, Lossier inner terminal HS, jeweled barrel, 23J, GJS, GCW, small
checkerboard center pattern NI damascene, s#26128147. Gross weight of assembled watch 61.9 dwt (96.2 g).
APW - Waltham, Vanguard 23J with winding indicator, 16S, GF OF original Waltham marked case, SW-LS, WE-DSD marked
`Waltham Vanguard 23 Jewels,` fully capped lever escapement, jeweled barrel, 23J, gilt damascene, s#18074978.
EPW - `Berthoud à Paris,` verge fusee, 38mm, at least 18K gold (tested) OF original consular case with seed pearl set bezel and
guilloche enamel back in deep purple color, KWKS, WED with winding aperture at 2, verge escapement, gilt mvt with pierced &
engraved foliate scrolled two-footed balance bridge, s#53 on reverse of case pendant. Gross weight of assembled watch 28.4 dwt
(44.1 g).
EPW - `Berthoud à Paris,` verge fusee, 38mm, 18K (tested) gold multicolor OF original consular case with enameled rear portrait
of French officer on horseback, KWKS, WED with winding aperture at 2, verge escapement, gilt mvt with pierced & engraved
foliate scrolled two-footed balance bridge. Gross weight of assembled watch 28.0 dwt (43.5 g).
EPW - `Uhrenfabrik Union, Glashütte in Sachsen` marked dial, Lange quality 2b, marked `Glashütter Uhrenfabrik Union` on mvt,
57mm from center of box hinge, 14K pink gold Louis XV style original HC with gold cuvette, bezel to accept observation crystal
beneath cuvette, extended pendant and true box-hinged back, SW-shift-locking-LS, WE-DSD, lever escapement with gold pallet
and escape wheel, 16J, gilt mvt, s#55573 with matched case serial, in original box with rating tables on warranty card and ticket,
for two different 14-day periods. The box has chambers for spare mainspring and crystal, now both occupied by remnants of one
broken spring. Gross weight of assembled watch 78.8 dwt (122.6 g).
EPW - Alliez, Bachelard & Terond, Genève, gold and enamel verge fusee, 48mm, 18K original OF scalloped consular case with
black and white champleve enamel floral swirls to back, bezel, pendant and bow, case front is spring loaded and released by push
on pendant, KWKS, engine turned silver dial with applied 2/3 color grape leaf border, dial also with winding aperture at 2, verge
escapement, gilt mvt, pierced and foliate scrolled two-footed balance bridge, s#56176, ca 1810 per consignor`s notes. Gross
weight of assembled watch 35.2 dwt (54.7 g).
EPW - Alphonse Matile, Geneva, 38mm, heavy and beautiful 18K multicolor box hinge original Jeannot & Shiebler HC featuring a
lake and mountain scene on the rear, gold cuvette in addition to glazed observation cover over mvt, case front cartouche with
initials, SW-LS, WE-SSD, lever escapement, 11-15J, NI damascene, s#32250. Gross weight of assembled watch 41.7 dwt (65.2
g).
EPW - Buzot a Choisy, French gold quarter repeater, 40mm, 18K OF original case with gilt cuvette, KWKS, engine turned gilt dial,
cylinder escapement, 6J, gilt mvt with floating barrel, repeater activated by depressing pendant, s#8273 on case. Gross weight of
assembled watch 30.9 dwt (48.0 g).
EPW - C H Meylan, Brassus, triple signed for retailer Hardy & Hayes Co, Pittsburgh, 46mm, heavy 18K OF original case with gold
cuvette, SW-SS, WE-DSD, fully capped lever escapement, 21J, fausses-côtes NI damascene, s#17801. Gross weight of
assembled watch 50.7 dwt (78.8 g).
EPW - C H Meylan, Brassus, 50mm, 14K OF recase with `A J N` initials on case back and with gold cuvette engraved `Aloysius J
Nagel from Mother Xmas `06,` SW-SS, WE-DSD, fully capped lever escapement, 21J, seven adjustments, fausses-côtes NI
damascene, s#23648.
EPW - C H Meylan, Brassus, 50mm, 14K OF original case with gold cuvette, SW-SS, WE-DSD, fully capped lever escapement,
21J, fausses-côtes NI damascene, s#18010. Gross weight of assembled watch 54.1 dwt (84.2 g).
EPW - Charles Taylor, London, lever fusee, 53mm, 18K original HC with gold cuvette, case engraved with scene of hunter with his
hunting dogs, on the reverse a group of deer in a woodland clearing, KWKS, WE-SSD, lever escapement, 15J with DES, gilt mvt,
s#17542. Gross weight of assembled watch 88.6 dwt (137.8 g).
EPW - Chas E Jacot, Chaux-de-Fonds, mvt design unique to Jacot, 55mm, very heavy 18K yellow gold original HC, signed gold
cuvette hinged to nickel mvt ring, SW-shifting-LS that requires holding in position to change time, special winding system only
winds anticlockwise with loud ratchet sound in either direction, WE-SSD, lever escapement with capped escape, 17-18J, GJS,
fausses-côtes NI damascene, s#8445 with matched case serial. Gross weight of assembled watch 98.6 dwt (153.3 g).
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DESCRIPTION
EPW - Continental verge fusee quarter repeater, 59mm, 18K rose gold OF original consular case with spring-loaded gilt cuvette,
fluted and turned decoration to back, band with scallops and recesses, KWKS, exceptional hand-painted WED with ET gold mask,
detail of woman, child and goat, verge escapement, gilt mvt with pierced and foliate scrolled balance bridge, without number.
Gross weight of assembled watch 73.0 dwt (113.5 g).
EPW - Continental verge fusee, quarter repeating jaquemarts automaton, two hammers striking on two gongs as the figures
appear to strike bells, 55mm, 18K rose gold OF original consular case of unusual type, only the bezel opening, the mvt hinged as
an English mvt would be, and secured by partial screw-head rather than latch, the partly obscured casemaker`s mark `CL` over
star under another character, KWKS, replacement dial chapter with nicely made internal and external bezels, verge escapement,
gilt mvt with pierced and foliate scrolled balance bridge, s#1494. Gross weight of assembled watch 59.2 dwt (92.1 g).
EPW - Unusual Continental going barrel verge alarm watch, two-train, 58mm, exceptional gold and silver OF original consular
case with gilt spring-loaded cuvette, the gold pendant with Paris hallmark for 1809-19 and number of the assay office of Évreux in
the Eure Department north of Paris, the silver back planchet with maker`s mark `JJC` in lozenge, the remnant Paris quality mark
for .950 silver instituted in 1819, KWKS, WED, original blued steel alarm hand, gold minute with replaced gold hour, verge
escapement running off the going train with tall barrel, gilt mvt with openwork engraved and foliate scrolled balance cock, s#402
within case, case #5248 below casemaker`s mark. Gross weight of assembled watch 86.9 dwt (135.1 g).
EPW - David J Magnin, Geneva, Jurgensen caliber, 42mm, 18K and black enamel OF original case with signed gold cuvette,
SW-button-set, WE-SSD, lever escapement, 16J, fausses-côtes NI damascene, s#80553 with matched case serial. Gross weight
of assembled watch 39.1 dwt (60.9 g).
EPW - David Taylor, 27 Northampton Square, London (listed ca 1851-69), lever fusee in cabriolet case, 63mm, massive 18K
original pair case that can be arranged in OF or HC format, crowned `18` stamp in addition to lion passant, casemaker mark
`T.J.M,` later listed in Birmingham for manufacturer Thomas J Mercer in Coventry, KWKS, WE-SSD, lever escapement, 13-15J,
DES, gilt mvt, s#964 with matching case serial. Gross weight of assembled watch 128.6 dwt (200.0 g). Among the largest of this
type seen.
EPW - Effingham Embree, New York, English pair cased verge fusee, 58mm, coin silver OF original inner and outer cases both
bearing matching London hallmarks for 1794 and maker`s cameo mark I T (equivalent to J T) as well as duty mark of King George
III (which was used from 1786 to 1798), outer case also containing paper for `Evans, Clock & Watch Maker, Newark,` KWKS,
replacement WED, verge escapement, gilt mvt with elaborately pierced and foliate scrolled balance cock, s#441 with matching
serial on inner case. Excellent Federalist Era example, and more specifically from the fifth year of George Washington`s
presidency to put its vintage in good context with early United States history.
EPW - French market verge fusee calendar watch with exposed escapement, 56mm, silver OF original consular case with
casemaker`s mark `A B` in lozenge, pendant with French provincial guarantee mark for 1798 to 1809, KWKS, WED with subsidiary
day, date and time dials, aperture at top revealing pierced & engraved foliate scrolled balance bridge with garnet endstone, verge
escapement, engraved gilt mvt, the back plate entirely devoted to the regulator and its scale, s#53785 on case only. Gross weight
of assembled watch 58.3 dwt (90.7 g).
EPW - Frisch & Schierwater, Liverpool (listed late 19th century), keyless lever fusee with winding indicator, 52mm, heavy 18K
yellow gold original demi-HC with enamel chapter, gold cuvette, London hallmarks for 1871, casemaker`s mark `HEM` in type 74
cameo (unknown), SW-LS with disabling switch controlled by front cover, will wind when open, set when pressed in fully,
disengage stem with cover closed, WED with sunken seconds and WI, fully capped lever escapement, 19J, gilt mvt in tourbillon
layout, s#2913. Gross weight of assembled watch 89.5 dwt (139.2 g).
EPW - George Linsley, Leeds, lever fusee, 47mm, 18K OF original case bearing London hallmarks for 1866 and with casemaker`s
mark R R in oval cameo, gold cuvette engraved with 1866 presentation and rear shield of case with initials, KWKS, cream colored
enamel dial, lever escapement with capped escape and lever operating on an unjeweled pivot, 15J, gilt mvt, s#60368 with
matched case serial. Gross weight of assembled watch 54.9 dwt (85.4 g).
EPW - Henri Grand Jean & Co, Locle, minute repeater operating on two gongs, 51mm, 14K American made HC bearing DuBois
Watch Case Co maker`s mark and Hayden W Wheeler retailer`s mark, no cuvette, SW-LS, WE-SS unsigned dial with blue colored
numerals and chapters for hours and seconds, minute numerals in red, fully capped lever escapement, fully jeweled repeat train
down to hammers, likely 30-32J, wolf`s tooth winding, fausses-côtes NI damascene, s#19393 on case. Gross weight of
assembled watch 70.2 dwt (109.2 g).
EPW - Henri Grand-Jean & Co, Locle & London, rare two-barrel 8-day with elaborate case & dial, 52mm, heavy 18K yellow gold
OF original case with elaborately engraved signed gold cuvette, deeply engraved back, band and bezel, SW-pin-set, silver dial
with multicolor gold appliqués against stippled field, fully capped lever escapement, 21J, fausses-côtes NI damascene, s#24009.
Gross weight of assembled watch 85.7 dwt (133.3 g). The mvt appears at first glance to be tandem winding, but actually both
barrels wind at the same time on the reverse turning of the crown. The decoration is remarkable.
EPW - Invicta, `couteau` style (knife-edge) very thin men`s gold dress watch, 51mm, front to rear thickness is 8mm, 14K original
HC with gold cuvette bearing medallions, SW-SS, gilt engine turned dial, lever escapement, likely 15J, NI damascene, s#837564
on case. Gross weight of assembled watch 41.3 dwt (64.3 g).
EPW - Ixora, minute repeating triple calendar chronograph with moon phase, 56mm, 18K yellow gold original HC with gold
cuvette, SW-LS, WE-QSD with aperture for lunar phase, lever escapement, 16J, gilt mvt, signed on gold arrow that serves as
governor for the repeat train, s#201682 within case. Gross weight of assembled watch 88.0 dwt (136.8 g). Fabrique Germinal SA
of Picard & Cie in Chaux-de-Fonds registered the Ixora brand in 1899.
EPW - J Ullmann & Co, Hong Kong, Shanghai & Tientsin, quarter repeater striking on two gongs via a slide in the case band,
50mm, 14K original HC with glazed observation cover over mvt, SW-shift-locking-LS, WE impressed DSD, lever escapement,
11-15J, gilt mvt, s#17747, ca 1900 per consignor`s notes. Gross weight of assembled watch 58.7 dwt (91.2 g).
EPW - James Picard, Geneva, minute repeater striking on two gongs, 53mm, 14K drum style American made HC with gold
cuvette bearing presentation engraving, rear shield of case with engraved sailboat, SW-shift-locking-LS, WE-SSD, fully capped
lever escapement, jeweled strike train down to hammers, probably 29-32J, wolf`s tooth winding, fausses-côtes NI damascene,
rhodium plated top grade mvt, s#3325, ca 1890 per consignor`s notes. Gross weight of assembled watch 76.1 dwt (118.3 g).
EPW - Jean Robert, Soret, verge fusee, 40mm, 18K gold (tested) OF original pair cases with consular style inner, outer case with
floral multicolor gold accents around the sides and enamel portrait on rear of young woman holding a cat, case bezel and back
with rose cut glass borders and also with a blue enamel border on rear, KWKS, WED, verge escapement, gilt mvt with pierced &
engraved foliate scrolled balance cock with grotesque mask at its neck, ruby endstone, s#22472. Gross weight of assembled
watch 44.4 dwt (69.7 g).
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DESCRIPTION
EPW - Jno Richard, London, repeating verge fusee, repeats on two tabs protruding from inner band of case cavity, depressing
plunger pin located in front of pendant activates repeat mechanism, 36mm, OF hinged gilt box style case with silver overlay in a
floral pattern, raised Roman numeral dial chapter integrated with the case, verge escapement, diamond endstone, gilt mvt with
pierced & engraved foliate scrolled balance cock with engraving at neck of a bird with outstretched wings, s#2599. Mvt appears to
have been designed for a traditional consular style case, showing a lift tab at the 6 position and with posts for a gilt locking
dustcap which is not present. Gross weight of assembled watch 45.9 dwt (71.4 g).
EPW - LeCoultre & Co, high-grade Swiss quarter hour repeater with chronograph and 30 minute register, 55mm, heavy 18K rose
gold original HC with gold cuvette in addition to glazed observation cover over mvt, maker`s mark `JL` in oval, engraved owner`s
name on cuvette, SW-LS, WED with sunken seconds and register, fully capped lever escapement, jeweled repeat train down to
hammers, capped fourth wheel, possibly 35J, fausses-côtes NI damascene, wolf`s tooth winding, s#19074 within case. Gross
weight of assembled watch 89.3 dwt (138.8 g).
EPW - Longines, split-seconds chronograph with minute register, 50mm, 18K yellow gold OF original case, signed gold cuvette
with attributes and medal display. SW-SS, WED with sunken registers, lever escapement, 17J, gilt mvt, s#1804907, in Longines
box with old tag from Sotheby`s auction. Gross weight of assembled watch 59.9 dwt (93.1 g).
EPW - Longines, rare military patent instantaneous chronograph with constant seconds and sweep-minute-recorder, 52mm, nickel
alloy OF original hinged-back, hinged cuvette, snap-bezel case, SW-SS, rare WE impressed SSD with unique layout and `Patent`
marking, lever escapement, 17J cal 18.72, fausses-côtes NI damascene, s#6203017, ca 1941. Looking like a split-second
chronograph, both sweep hands return to zero upon depression of the button at 1:30, and immediately start recording upon
release of the button, a feature needed by pilots, bombardiers and other military specialists. This pocket variety is seldom seen,
and when found will typically have silvered dial with minute register only going to the inner minute track. The outer chapter is
graduated in fifths of seconds.
EPW - Ls Duchêne & Fils, active about 1785 per Britten, 50mm, 16-18K gold (tested) OF original consular glassback case
displaying at the lower rear an enamel portrait framed in gold-set seed pearls of a young man and woman with a goat against a
cobalt blue basse-taille enameled background, at the upper rear an annular-sector shaped aperture revealing an enameled lake
scene that forms the background to a rotating action of an engraved gold deer being `chased` by a gold dog and hunter with the
rotation of these figures operating on an approximately 60 second cycle, these upper and lower rear elements being surrounded
by light blue enamel and gold foil accents and thin borders of white and dark blue enamel, KWKS, WED with colored imagery of
cherubs laying wreaths, dial with winding aperture at lower right and regulation arbor at top which is missing its adjustment hand,
verge escapement, gilt mvt, no visible serial. Gross weight of assembled watch 48.2 dwt (75.0 g).
EPW - M I Tobias, Liverpool, for `Bailey & Co` predecessor of `Bailey, Banks & Biddle, Philadelphia,` two-train, 54mm, 18K original
consular HC, KWKS, WE-SSD, lever escapement, gilt mvt, `Bailey & Co` signed gilt locking dust-cap, s#40199 with matched case
serial. Gross weight of assembled watch 89.5 dwt (139.2 g).
EPW - Modernista sector watch, jump-hour with retrograde minutes in 180 degree sector and constant seconds below, advertising
dial for `Cigarrillos Excelsior,` 50mm, GF OF original case marked `Modernista Patent` on cuvette, SW-SS, ET gilt metal dial with
hour aperture, lever escapement, 15J, fausses-côtes NI damascene, s#17884 on case only. The watch bears Swiss patent 27838,
awarded to Gabriel Lopez Mantaras for his watch design on February 29, 1904.
EPW - Montin, push-activated minute repeating chronograph with 30-minute register, 54mm, decorative and heavy 18K yellow
gold original HC with signed gold cuvette bearing attributes in French, among them `Silent Repetition` and `Meticulous Quality,`
initials `SMA` engraved in shield, Swiss patent +31798 on plate (incorrect number), SW-SS, WE-TSD, lever escapement, 20J,
fausses-côtes NI damascene, s#84711 within case, triple signed. Gross weight of assembled watch 67.1 dwt (104.3 g). Max
Diener of Diener Hermanos registered the Montin brand in 1905, first in Pforzheim, Germany and then in Mexico. The patent
number is not correct, so we do not know which patent is referred to, but the spin-ball governor is the component allowing silent
repeat function, in this case meaning without the buzz of the wag governor.
EPW - National Park, Swiss chronograph with minute register, 51mm, rose GF OF original case, modern presentation on cuvette,
initials on rear, SW-LS, WED with sunken registers, lever escapement, 15J, fausses-côtes NI damascene, s#78235 within case.
EPW - Parkinson & Frodsham, London, 49mm, 18K original demi-HC with dark cobalt blue enamel hour chapter, inner surface of
snap back bearing London hallmarks for 1873, rear of case is engraved with the phrase `Druste Et Droit` (`right and just` in
French) over the image of a whippet holding a fleur-de-lis, case back also with monogram initials, SW-button-set, WE-SSD, fully
capped lever escapement, 19J, gilt mvt, s#3841 with matched case serial. Gross weight of assembled watch 67.5 dwt (104.9 g).
EPW - Patek Philippe, Genève, 47mm, 18K OF original case with Patek signature ring on gold cuvette, additionally marked `Made
for the Frank Herschede Co, Cincinnati,` the mvt also double-signed, SW-SS, WE-SSD, fully capped lever escapement, 20J,
adjusted, fausses-côtes NI damascene, s#134890. Gross weight of assembled watch 48.0 dwt (74.8 g).
EPW - Patek Philippe, Genève, 48mm, 18K OF original case with Patek signed gold cuvette, monogram initials on rear,
SW-pin-set, WE-SSD, lever escapement with moustache counterpoise, 15J, gilt mvt, s#126036. Gross weight of assembled
watch 51.0 dwt (79.3 g).
EPW - Patek Philippe, Genève, made for and only signed by Tiffany & Co, 49mm, 18K yellow gold original HC with memorial
presentation from 1917 on gold cuvette, initials on front, SW-SS, WE-SSD, fully capped lever escapement, 20J, fausses-côtes NI
damascene, s#120438 with matched serial on case, triple signed. Gross weight of assembled watch 60.8 dwt (94.5 g).
EPW - Patek Philippe, Genève, mvt with additional marking for retailer Shreve Crump & Low Co, Boston, 44mm, 14K OF original
Patek Philippe signed case, initials on rear, SW-SS, silvered dial, lever escapement with moustache counterpoise and capped
escape, 18J, fausses-côtes NI damascene, s#812915. Gross weight of assembled watch 32.8 dwt (51.0 g).
EPW - Patek Philippe, Genève, retailed by Tiffany & Co of New York, 45mm, 18K OF original hidden hinge case with ornate
engraved dedication on back, SW-SS, WE-SSD, lever escapement with moustache counterpoise, 18J, fausses-côtes NI
damascene, s#186083. This watch was a gift from renowned attorney Francis Lynde Stetson, personal attorney and close friend of
J P Morgan and partner of Stetson, Jennings & Russell now known as Davis, Polk & Wardwell. Stetson bestowed this gift to the
young attorney Edwin S S Sunderland upon becoming partner at the firm. Later on, Edwin became one of the named partners
making the name Davis, Polk, Wardwell, Sunderland & Kiendl. This firm has been called the Tiffany of lawfirms which is rather
appropriate given the watch. Gross weight of assembled watch 39.4 dwt (61.3 g).
EPW - Patek Philippe, Genève, made for and only signed by Bailey, Banks, Biddle, Philadelphia, triple-signed, mvt marked
`Special,` 51mm, 18K original Jeannot & Shiebler HC with 1882 and 1911 presentations on gold cuvette, SW-SS, WE-SSD, fully
capped lever escapement, 20J, fausses-côtes NI damascene, s#64263. Gross weight of assembled watch 79.7 dwt (123.9 g). The
Extract from the Archives confirms manufacture of the mvt by Patek Philippe in 1881, and sale without case on March 21, 1882, a
typical practice for US contracts in those days.
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DESCRIPTION
EPW - Patek Philippe, Genève, made for and only signed by Wright Kay & Co, Detroit, 48mm, 14K OF original Jeannot & Shiebler
case with gold cuvette, initials on rear, SW-SS, WE-SSD, lever escapement with moustache counterpoise and capped escape,
18J, fausses-côtes NI damascene, s#84083 with matched case serial. Gross weight of assembled watch 56.9 dwt (88.5 g).
EPW - Patek Philippe, Genève, 46mm, 18K OF original Jeannot & Shiebler case with elegantly engraved 1891 presentation on
gold cuvette, SW-SS, signed WE-SSD, lever escapement with moustache counterpoise and capped escape, 18J, fausses-côtes
NI damascene, s#75783, case #54119. Gross weight of assembled watch 48.7 dwt (75.7 g).
EPW - Patek Philippe, Genève, 48mm, 18K OF original case with Patek signature ring and serial on gold cuvette, presentation on
cuvette and initials on case rear, SW-SS, WE-SS dial marked `Tiffany & Co Switzerland,` fully capped lever escapement, 20J,
eight adjustments, fausses-côtes NI damascene, s#170514 with matched serial on cuvette signature ring. Gross weight of
assembled watch 50.0 dwt (77.7 g).
EPW - Patek Philippe, Genève, made for Tiffany & Co, New York, 38mm, 18K original HC with gold cuvette having both Tiffany &
Co and Patek Philippe & Co marking, inner surface of lids both with Tiffany & Co marking, inner surface of case back engraved `A
A Ormsby from Rhoda Fuller, Dec 25th 1873,` SW-SS with Adrien Philippe`s patented one way winding, off-white enamel dial with
pale blue border and central décor, cylinder escapement, 10J, gilt mvt, s#18114 on case, ca 1862 per consignor`s notes. Gross
weight of assembled watch 33.2 dwt (51.5 g).
EPW - Patek Philippe, Genève, 39mm, 18K original HC with black champleve enamel floral accents against hand engraved
background, gold cuvette with Patek signature, initials on front shield, SW-SS, WE-SSD, lever escapement with moustache
counterpoise and capped escape, 17J, wolf`s tooth winding, gilt mvt, s#34529. Gross weight of assembled watch 35.6 dwt (55.4
g).
EPW - Patek Philippe, Genève, 35mm, 18K original demi-HC with black enamel Roman numerals and chapter, gold cuvette with
Patek marking and 1882 engraving, initials on rear, SW-SS, WED with black Arabic hour numerals in radial orientation and minute
chapter in red, lever escapement with moustache counterpoise, 16J, fausses-côtes NI damascene, s#61959. Gross weight of
assembled watch 28.0 dwt (43.5 g).
EPW - Paul Buhre, split-seconds chronograph with counterclockwise 60 minute register, split mechanism operated by button on
band at 11, Swiss ebauche made for Russian market, 54mm, silver OF original case marked `Faber Type` in early Russian script
on cuvette, SW-pin-set, WE-DSD, lever escapement, possibly 16J, gilt mvt, s#186610 on case. Consignor`s notes indicate this
watch was brought to the US from Russia by the grandfather of the most recent owner.
EPW - Philippe Miège, Paris (watchmaker from Geneva born 1702, died 1785), verge fusee, 48mm, 18K rose gold OF original
consular case with exceptional deep engine-turned back and bezel in Louis XV taste, KWKS, WED, original gilt pierced hour hand,
verge escapement, gilt mvt with pierced & engraved foliate scrolled two-footed balance bridge, s#744. Gross weight of assembled
watch 51.2 dwt (79.6 g).
EPW - Reuge, Swiss, modern Swiss musical watch, `The Fountain` automation with four actions activated by either alarm set via
crown at 11 or on demand via touch in cuvette, 57mm, GP OF original case with rear engraving of musical instruments on a rayed
background, SW-SS, musical mainspring wound through cuvette with key, small time dial with sweep seconds, large dial with
idyllic scene, multicolor gold tone figures of man on horse drinking at well, woman operating pump, lever escapement, 17J, satin
NI timekeeping mvt within larger gilt frame also holding musical mechanism, s#4187 on case, with original fitted suede box and
lyre form ratcheting key. The automation actions are the horse lowering its head to drink at trough, the hunter raising his arm with
falcon in hand, the maiden operating the pump handle, and water flowing into the trough.
EPW - Robert Roskell, London, `Improved Skelet Lever` Swiss made mvt of mid nineteenth century vintage with engraving to a
Civil War surgeon of the Confederacy, decorative plate design featuring a snake coiled around a tree trunk and also featuring a
bird, 57mm, silver or silver plated original 13 sided case engraved on front with ship scene and on rear with country scene, cuvette
bearing attributes including `Rail Way Timekeeper` marking, inner front lid with engraving `A M Bourland MD, May 1859,` KWKS,
WE impressed SSD, lever escapement, 13J, gilt mvt, s#6663 on case only. Addison McArthur Bourland M.D. was born August
27th, 1825 and at the age of 37 on March 20th, 1862 began a 15 month enlistment serving the Confederacy as a surgeon for the
15th Northwest Arkansas Infantry Regiment. Dr. Bourland passed away March 13th, 1913 and his grave is located in Van Buren,
Arkansas at the Fairview Cemetery.
EPW - Rob Stroud, London (Robert, pre-1775-1822 - Loomes), fusee, 48mm, original pair cases, the perfectly fitting gilt tombac
alloy outer with reverse-painted tortoiseshell piqué, the inner in silver but with matching gilt tombac alloy pendant and bow, an
unusual combination but apparently original, the silver case bearing London hallmarks for 1785, casemaker`s incuse mark `ID`
probably for John Dearmer II, his father also a casemaker from 1730 forward, the shell with idyllic painting and ferns, KWKS,
WED, verge escapement, gilt mvt with pierced & engraved foliate scrolled balance cock, the cock provided with tiny garnet
endstone secured with three screws, possibly by the maker, s#10729. Gross weight of assembled watch 57.2 dwt (88.9 g). The
tortoise has been carved by the button latch with an owner`s name, `D Steinecke.`
EPW - Swiss minute repeater, slide activated operating on two gongs, 52mm, 18K original HC with gold cuvette bearing London
import mark, case also having small Jurgensen lips on lids, SW-SS, WE-DSD. lever escapement, likely 16J, unsigned gilt mvt,
s#39619 on case, ca 1913 per consignor`s notes. Gross weight of assembled watch 60.7 dwt (94.4 g).
EPW - Swiss, unsigned quarter hour repeater with chronograph, 62mm, decorative 18K rose gold original HC with gold cuvette,
initials on rear, SW-LS, WE impressed SSD, lever escapement, 17J, gilt mvt with exposed governor, case s#21915. Gross weight
of assembled watch 96.5 dwt (150.0 g).
EPW - Swiss skeleton watch in gold, identical to a type marketed in China marked `Squelette Deposé,` the present example only
bearing serial number, 50mm, 14K or better gold (previous owner believes case is likely in the 16K or better gold content range)
OF original display case with solitary `UR` mark on bow, SW-pin-set, WED with open centers, lever escapement, 15J, elaborately
engraved gilt mvt, s#15189. Gross weight of assembled watch 51.6 dwt (80.3 g). This variety is seldom seen in silver, let alone
gold. The case, made for Chinese market, was most likely a special order for a wealthy client.
EPW - Swiss verge fusee calendar watch with decorative dial, 56mm, .800 silver OF original consular case bearing Neuchâtel
hallmark and star, casemaker`s mark `IsIG,` KWKS, WED with day and date sub-dials, hand-painted scene of girl with rake and
dog by a river, pierced gold hands, verge escapement, unsigned gilt mvt with pierced and foliate scrolled two-footed balance
bridge, s#675 within case. Gross weight of assembled watch 63.1 dwt (98.0 g).
EPW - Swiss quarter hour repeater, 49mm, 9K original HC with base metal cuvette, SW-LS, WE impressed SSD, lever
escapement, repeat function operated by slide on band at 6, 11-15J, gilt mvt bearing Swiss cross marking, three finger bridge plate
arrangement, s#17747. Gross weight of assembled watch 54.4 dwt (84.7 g).
EPW - Vacheron & Constantin, Genève, quarter repeater, 46mm, 18K OF original case with gold cuvette bearing Vacheron
marking and attributes, case with deeply engraved sides and an ET back, KWKS, WED, cylinder escapement, 6J, gilt mvt, repeat
function activated by depressing pendant, s#41225 on case. Gross weight of assembled watch 39.3 dwt (61.1 g).
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DESCRIPTION
EPW - Vacheron & Constantin, Genève, made for and signed only by J E Caldwell & Co, Philadelphia, 52mm, heavy 14K OF
original Jeannot & Shiebler case with gold cuvette bearing 1891 presentation engraving, SW-LS, WE-SSD, lever escapement with
moustache counterpoise, 16J, wolf`s tooth winding, fausses-côtes NI damascene, s#2S82696. Gross weight of assembled watch
71.9 dwt (111.8 g).
EPW - Vacheron & Constantin, Genève, made for and only signed by Bigelow, Kennard & Co, Boston, 49mm, 18K yellow gold
original HC with ET gold cuvette, SW-LS, WE-SSD, lever escapement with moustache counterpoise, 16J, double-striped pattern
NI damascene, s#263710. Gross weight of assembled watch 66.0 dwt (102.7 g).
EPW - Vacheron & Constantin, Genève, made for and only signed by Bigelow, Kennard & Co, Boston, 51mm, heavy 14K OF
original BK&Co marked case with gold cuvette in addition to glazed observation cover over mvt, SW-LS, WE-SSD, lever
escapement with moustache counterpoise, 16J, fausses-côtes NI damascene, s#2S76283. Gross weight of assembled watch
74.1 dwt (115.3 g).
EPW - Vacheron & Constantin, Genève, 51mm, presentation piece with dial signature matching name of case engraving, mvt
marked for retailer Harry F Legg, Minneapolis, Minn, HC model mvt cased as sidewinder in 14K OF original case with gold
cuvette, inner lid of case engraved `Enoch W Underwood from F D Underwood Contract 1892-1899,` SW-LS, WE-SSD marked `E
W Underwood,` lever escapement with moustache counterpoise, 16J, fausses-côtes NI damascene, s#2S84197. Gross weight of
assembled watch 67.8 dwt (105.5 g).
EPW - Vacheron & Constantin, Genève, dial and mvt marked for retailer Edwards & Le Bron Chattanooga, 44mm, 14K OF original
case with gold cuvette, case marked only `E E R` above 14K marking, rear with initials, SW-SS, WE-SSD, lever escapement, 17J,
fausses-côtes NI damascene, s#264817. Gross weight of assembled watch 39.5 dwt (61.3 g).
EPW - Vacheron & Constantin, Genève, made for and only signed by Bigelow, Kennard & Co, Boston, 49mm, 18K yellow gold OF
original BK&Co case with gold cuvette engraved with name and date, SW-LS, WE-SSD, lever escapement with moustache
counterpoise, 16J, double-striped pattern NI damascene, s#273863. Gross weight of assembled watch 65.4 dwt (101.7 g).
EPW - Vacheron & Constantin, Genève, mvt also marked `Made Expressly for Saml Kirk & Son Co Baltimore,` 45mm, 14K OF
original American made case with gold cuvette bearing 1920 presentation from insurance company to Alfred C Bethune, rear of
case with `A C B` initials, SW-SS, WE-SS unsigned dial, lever escapement, 17J, fausses-côtes NI damascene, s#371313 . Gross
weight of assembled watch 39.3 dwt (61.1 g).
EPW - Vacheron & Constantin, Genève, 45mm, 14K yellow gold OF original Hayden W Wheeler case, 1916 presentation on gold
cuvette, initials on rear, SW-SS, WE-SS unsigned dial, lever escapement, 17J 8 adjustments, wolf`s tooth winding, large weave
pattern NI damascene, s#350621. Gross weight of assembled watch 37.6 dwt (58.5 g).
EPW - Vulcain, doctor`s chronograph with 30-minute register, constant seconds and pulsation scale base on 30 count (one starts
the chronograph at zero and stops at 30 pulsations, reading the pulse rate per minute on the outer scale), 51mm, 18K yellow gold
OF original case with gold cuvette bearing medal display, SW-SS, WE impressed DSD, lever escapement, 17J, 5 adjustments,
satin NI damascene, s#1390407. Gross weight of assembled watch 59.2 dwt (92.0 g).
EPW - William Story, London, fusee, 46mm, at least 18K gold (tested) OF original consular case bearing London hallmarks for
1765, casemaker`s incuse `D A` mark, case bezel with champleve enamel in deep blue color, case back with an engraved
sunburst gold pattern contrasting a champleve enamel scene in deep blue color of a young man and woman, KWKS, WED with
winding aperture at 4, verge escapement, gilt mvt with pierced & engraved foliate scrolled balance cock with grotesque mask at
the neck, s#1384. Gross weight of assembled watch 47.8 dwt (74.4 g).
Case only - GW Ladd, 18S, GF OF case with offset hinges, KWKS, ET and engraved on rear, reeded band.
Dial only - `Hamilton Adjusted for Railroad Service 21 Jewels,` 16S, correct dial for two-tone checkerboard damascene Grade 992
mvt.
Verge watch crown wheel scape cutter tool, rare and early, probably Swiss, from the first half of the 19th Century. From the Wing
Collection.
Brass gear driven lathe with approximately 4 1/4` diameter face-plate, wooden base measures approximately 12 1/2` by 5 1/2`,
Swiss. From the Wing collection.
Rounding-up tool on original single-drawer base with fine selection of cutters and stumps, 6 1/2` drive wheel with four serpentine
spokes, overall height 11`. From the Wing Collection.
APW - Ball Hamilton, Grade 999B 21J, Official RR Standard, 16S, GF OF original `Ball Official RR Standard` case with stirrup
bow, SW-LS, WE-SSD, fully capped lever escapement, AMAC balance with Elinvar HS, 21J, bull`s-eye pattern NI damascene,
s#1B17721. Very strong example of this high grade railroad watch.
Addendum - all original and in original loaner case. Ball Waltham, Official RR Standard 21J. 16S, NI OF original `Ball Model` case
with gold shield on rear having loaner style `CH Davis 4 Philipsburg` marking, SW-LS, WE-SSD, fully capped lever escapement,
bull`s-eye pattern NI damascene, s#B245565.
APW - Elgin, BW Raymond 23J with winding indicator, Grade 494, 16S, GF OF original Elgin marked case, SW-LS, WE-DSD with
Canadian market 13 to 24 hour indications, fully capped lever escapement, jeweled barrel arbor, 23J, adjusted 6 positions, parallel
line pattern NI damascene, s#34682844.
APW - Elgin, award presentation for 1921 Boston Marathon, 12S, 14K OF original case, gold cuvette engraved, `Presented to
Frank Zuna by the Paulist AC for his achievement in winning the Boston Marathon, Apr 19, `21 in Record Time, 2 Hrs 18 Min 57
3/5 Sec,` monogram FZ initials on rear, SW-SS, WE-DSD with impressed center, lever escapement, 17J, NI damascene,
s#23525056. Gross weight of assembled watch 40.6 dwt (63.1 g). Frank Zuna (1893-1983) also participated in the 1924 Summer
Olympics. The watch comes with GF chain and in a fitted box from Black Starr & Frost, New York.
APW - Elgin, Father Time 21J with winding indicator, 16S, white GF OF original Elgin marked case with attractive pattern
engraving on rear, SW-LS, WE-DSD, fully capped lever escapement, 21J, NI damascene, s#17269052.
APW - Elgin, Father Time 21J with winding indicator, 16S, GF OF original case with rear engraving of fabulous woodland theme
with two squirrels on tree branches and a bird, SW-LS, WE-DSD, fully capped lever escapement, radial spoke pattern NI
damascene, s#18106044.
APW - Elgin, Father Time 21J, Grade 252, 18S, GF OF original case with superb fancy engraving on rear, SW-LS, WE-DSD, fully
capped lever escapement, 21J, GJS, NI damascene, s#9294575. Top example of this railroad grade watch with a spectacular
gold filled case.
APW - Hamilton, `Erie Special` marked on mvt, Grade 940 21J, 18S, unusual NI OF case with high relief on rear in protruding
repousse style of a locomotive and coal car passing over a bridge, SW-LS, WE-SSD, fully capped lever escapement, 21J, NI
damascene, s#138919. Very unusual movement marking, the first example we have seen.
APW - Hamilton, `Fred McIntyre So McAlester IT` marked dial, `Made Expressly for Fred McIntyre by Hamilton Watch Co` marked
mvt, Grade 940 21J, 18S, GF OF case, SW-LS, WE-DSD, fully capped lever escapement, 21J, NI damascene, s#160134. Scarce
Indian Territory marked watch, at the time this watch was made Fred McIntyre was a jeweler in South McAlester, Indian Territory
(later Oklahoma) and a few years later went on to found the McIntyre Watch Company.
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DESCRIPTION
APW - Hamilton, Grade 922 Masterpiece 23J, Packard Motor Co presentation, 12S, 14K OF original Hamilton marked case with
`Presented to M P Meenan by the Packard Motor Car Company in Appreciation of Ten Years Loyal Service 1936` engraved on
gold cuvette, SW-SS, silvered metal dial with applied gold numerals and marked with Packard`s `Ask the Man Who Owns One`
slogan, fully capped lever escapement, jeweled barrel arbor, Invar balance, 23J, bull`s-eye pattern NI damascene, s#3013594.
Gross weight of assembled watch 37.8 dwt (58.7 g).
APW - Hamilton, Grade 938, 18S, GF OF recase with attractive bird engraving on rear, SW-LS, WE-DSD, lever escapement, 17J,
ornate NI damascene, s#10149. The 938, and its hunting case equivalent the 939, were Hamilton`s best quality 18 size 17 jewel
grades.
APW - Hamilton, Grade 942 21J, 18S, GF OF case, SW-LS, WE-DSD, fully capped lever escapement, 21J, GJS, NI damascene,
s#442485. Strong example of this best quality 18 size 21 jewel Hamilton grade.
APW - Hamilton, Grade 944 19J, fully marked mvt, 18S, GF OF original `Majestic` (guaranteed 5 year grade GF) with attractive
rear engraving, SW-LS, WE-DS `H H Thompson Special` private label marked dial, lever escapement, jeweled barrel arbor, 19J,
NI damascene, s#494205. Henry H Thompson was a long time jeweler in Brattleboro, Vermont.
APW - Hamilton, Grade 946 23J, 18S, GF OF case with attractive rear engraving, SW-LS, WE-DS Montgomery dial, fully capped
lever escapement, jeweled barrel arbor, 23J, GJS, ornate NI damascene, s#523794.
APW - Hamilton, Grade 948, 18S, GF OF original case, rear shield engraved `C E O Dec 25, 14,` SW-LS, WE-DSD, lever
escapement, 17J, NI damascene, s#981144. An excellent example of this scarce grade with only 1500 total production, Hamilton
sales-manager Lowell Halligan`s notes on the 948 indicate that this grade `was put on the market at the time Street Railways were
establishing Time Inspections and was particularly recommended for that service.`
APW - Hamilton, Grade 950 23J with time zone hands in blue and red, 16S, GF OF Hamilton Railroad Model case in later style
typically found with 950 Elinvar of 1937 to 1941 vintage, SW-LS, WE-DSD, fully capped lever escapement, jeweled barrel arbor,
23J, GJS, GT, pinstripe pattern NI damascene, s#1154208. Watch comes with unmarked period shipping box.
APW - Hamilton, Grade 950 23J, 16S, GF OF Fahys RR model case, SW-LS, WE-DSD, fully capped lever escapement, jeweled
barrel, 23J, striped pattern NI damascene, s#1575940.
APW - Hamilton, Grade 974, 16S, fancy 14K OF Keystone recase with gold cuvette, SW-SS, WE-SSD, lever escapement, 17J,
concentric pattern NI damascene, s#1212873, in Boston retailer`s fitted box. Gross weight of assembled watch 52.9 dwt (82.3 g).
APW - Hamilton, Grade 990 21J, 16S, GF OF original case, SW-LS, WE-DSD, fully capped lever escapement, 21J, GJS, ornate
NI damascene, s#1083198.
APW - Hamilton, Grade 992B 21J, 16S, two-tone stainless steel and GF OF original #3 bar over crown case signed Hamilton
Railroad on the crown, SW-LS, WE-DS Hamilton Railway Special dial, fully capped lever escapement, AMAC balance with Elinvar
HS, 21J, striped NI damascene, s#178182. Very strong example of this attractive railroad watch, this two-tone `No. 3` case was a
short lived design that was introduced by Hamilton in about 1947.
APW - Hamilton, Grade 992B 21J, 16S, GF OF original Model 11 case with replaced bow, SW-LS, WE-DS Hamilton Railway
Special dial, fully capped lever escapement, AMAC balance with Elinvar HS, 21J, striped pattern NI damascene, s#C48379.
APW - Hampden, New Railway 23J with rare B of LF dial, 18S, GF HC recase, SW-LS, WE-DSD with oncoming train image
having B of LF (Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen) marking on front of train, fully capped lever escapement, jeweled barrel
arbor, 23J, NI damascene, s#1056241. Hampden made several varieties of decorative dials for the various railroad brotherhood
organizations, all of these dials being quite rare.
APW - Hampden, Special Railway 21J, 18S, NI OF original case, SW-LS, WE-SSD, fully capped lever escapement, 21J, GJS, NI
damascene, s#2751900.
APW - Illinois, 12S, 14K multicolor original Solidarity HC with gold cuvette, SW-SS, WE-SSD, lever escapement, 17J, striped
pattern NI damascene, s#2743551. Gross weight of assembled watch 42.8 dwt (66.6 g).
APW - Illinois, Bunn Special `24 Ruby Jewels,` 18S, GP OF Supreme IWCCo case, SW-LS, WE Gothic DSD, fully capped lever
escapement, capped third wheel, 24J, GJS, bright spotted pattern NI damascene, s#1606013.
APW - Illinois, Bunn Special 23J 60 Hour, Type III marking, white GF OF original Bunn Special Model 173 case, SW-LS, WE-DSD
marked `Illinois Bunn Special 23 Jewel 60 Hour,` fully capped lever escapement, jeweled barrel arbor, 23J, rayed pattern NI
damascene, s#5240470.
APW - Illinois, Bunn Special 23J 60 Hour, Type I marking, 16S, white GF OF Bunn Special model recase, SW-LS, WE-DS `Flying
J` style dial marked `Illinois 23J Bunn Special 60 Hour 6 Positions,` fully capped lever escapement, jeweled barrel arbor, 23J,
rayed pattern NI damascene, s#4492781. Scarce Type I variant marked `Motor Barrel 60` on the barrel bridge, estimated total
production is approximately 950 made with this example being from the first of the two production runs.
Addendum - Mainspring has been replaced; now in GRO Illinois, Bunn Special 21J 60 Hour, Type II marking (double marked 60
hour), 16S, CPBM OF original Keystone case engraved `Hansen & Hansen Denver Loaner 27` on back, SW-LS, WE-DSD, fully
capped lever escapement, 21J, GJS, GT, rayed pattern NI damascene, s#4792004. In the 1920`s, Hansen & Hansen advertised
themselves as official watch inspectors for the Union Pacific, the Rock Island, the Colorado & Southern, and the Burlington
railroads.
APW - Illinois, Bunn Special Grade 161A, 21J 60 Hour Elinvar, Type IIB marking, 16S, white GF OF original Bunn Special Model
29 case, SW-LS, WE-DSD, fully capped lever escapement with AMAC balance and blued Elinvar HS, 21J, GJS, GT, interrupted
ray pattern NI damascene, black lettering, s#5511750.
APW - Illinois, Chesapeake & Ohio Favorite, Grade 65, 18S, coin silver OF original case with gold inlaid train on rear, WE-DSD
marked `R H Smith, Hinton W Va,` lever escapement, 17J, gilt screws and trim, two-tone checkerboard gilt and NI damascene,
s#1268396. Very scarce railroad marked watch with its correct dial.
APW - Illinois, Sangamo Special 23J in rare case, model 9, 16S, GF OF Pugh Brothers `Special Railroad Model` recase with
fabulous relief engraving inside back of an oncoming train and decorative surrounding elements, decorative bow and inverted
conical crown, SW-LS, WE-DSD, fully capped lever escapement, jeweled barrel, 23J, GJS, GT, fishscale pattern NI damascene,
s#2868802. The Pugh Brothers were watch inspectors for the B&O Railroad as well as a number of other lines, these `Special
Railroad Model` cases are quite scarce and this example is one of the finest we have seen with most examples we have observed
being well worn.
APW - Keystone, dustproof model, 18S, original GF HC with Keystone logos on both sides and with oncoming train image inside
rear logo, SW-LS, celluloid double impressed dial with Keystone logo containing oncoming train image, lever escapement, 11J,
pearled NI damascene, s#321790. The case of this watch was made by the Metropolitan Case Co. who used this distinctive logo
with clover, horseshoe, and acorns. Many of the dustproof model Keystone movements were paired with Metropolitan cases that
were engraved with various designs; this particular style with oncoming train image within a Keystone logo being one of the most
attractive of these.
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DESCRIPTION
APW - Seth Thomas, Olympia Special 21J, 18S, NI OF recase, SW-LS, WE-DSD, fully capped lever escapement, 21J, narrow
stripe NI damascene, s#223533. The excellent www.seththomasresearch.com website by Eric Unselt lists only four observed
examples (present watch included) of the 21J model 5 `Olympia Special,` all falling neatly within the 223501 to 223600 serial
range which suggests the possibility of a total production as low as 100 made. The present example has a high grade Seth
Thomas factory signed dial while the other three examples listed on the website have `Olympia` signed dials.
APW - United States Watch Co, Frederic Atherton 19J, low serial #1801, coin silver HC recase, originally SW-button-set with
retained KW arbor on barrel but now cased and functioning as KWKS, WE-DSD, fully capped lever escapement, 19J, gilt mvt with
`butterfly` escapement aperture, s#1801. United States Watch Co production began with serial #1001 making this watch the 801st
by serial number, and the Frederic Atherton was the USWCo.`s initial grade with its first run serials spanning from 1001 to 2000.
APW - Waltham, Appleton Tracy & Co, 18S, sterling silver OF recase, SW-SS, WE-DSD, lever escapement, 17J, two-tone gilt and
NI damascene, gilt screws and trim, s#5718589.
APW - Waltham, Canadian Pacific Railway, model 1892, 18S, GF OF recase, SW-LS, WE-DSD with Canadian market 13 to 24
hour indications, lever escapement, 17J, NI damascene, frosted CPR logo of beaver seated atop marked shield, s#12020539.
APW - Waltham, Crescent St 21J with winding indicator, 16S, sterling silver OF original case, SW-LS, original metal dial with
sunken seconds and indicator registers, lever escapement with capped escape wheel, jeweled barrel, 21J, NI damascene,
s#20102905.
APW - Waltham, Crescent St 21J with winding indicator, 16S, GF OF original case, SW-LS, WE-TSD, fully capped lever
escapement, NI damascene, s#20091490.
APW - Waltham, Maine state seal dial, model 1883, 18S, 17J, GF OF original case, SW-SS, WE-SSD with colored image
depicting a moose resting beneath a connifer tree, a farmer on left resting on a scythe and with whetstone in other hand, a
seaman on the right resting on an anchor, and marked `Dirigo, Maine` on banners (Dirigo is Latin for `I Direct` or `I Lead`), lever
escapement, 17J, NI damascene, s#15660749. Very attractive and colorful dial, the Waltham state seal dials are quite scarce and
appear to have been made for only a handful of the Northeastern states.
APW - Waltham, model 1894, 12S, 14K gold OF original Gruen case with gold cuvette, initials on rear, SW-SS, WE-SSD, lever
escapement, 15J, GCW, concentric pattern NI damascene, s#9850869. Gross weight of assembled watch 46.2 dwt (71.8 g).
APW - Waltham, model 1857 in scarce NI finish, `Joseph Bevan, Williamsport Penna` marked mvt, 18S, NI OF recase, KWKS,
WE-SSD, lever escapement, 11J, NI damascene, s#877762.
APW - Waltham, Vanguard 23J with winding indicator, 16S, GF OF original Waltham marked case, SW-LS, Montgomery WE-TSD,
fully capped lever escapement, jeweled barrel arbor, 23J, small checkerboard center pattern NI damascene, s#26129876.
APW - Waltham, Vanguard 23J with winding indicator, 16S, GF OF original case, SW-LS, WE-TSD, fully capped lever
escapement, jeweled barrel, diamond endstone, 23J, large checkerboard center pattern NI damascene, s#19063579.
APW - Waltham, The Globe, N Gamse New York USA, 18S, 4 ounce sterling silver OF original case with gold steamboat inlay on
rear, SW-LS, WE-DSD with matching signature, fancy gold hands as frequently found on N Gamse private labels, lever
escapement, 17J, two-tone gilt and NI damascene, rose gilt screws and trim, s#15077625. Scarce Model 1883 private label in
attractive original condition, this mvt has the very unusual feature of two-tone color on the main plate but not the barrel bridge yet
this is entirely correct for this watch being consistent with the handful of other examples of this marking we have observed and as
inspection of the barrel bridge underside has confirmed its matching serial to the main plate.

PRICE
225.00

400.00

200.00
600.00
425.00
300.00
600.00

600.00
600.00
425.00
400.00
375.00

703,135.00
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